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Andy Cook fixes one of the nearly 50,000 garments repaired at our Reno facilit y last year. TIM DAVIS © 2017 Patagonia, Inc.

Repair
is a
Radical
Act
In a landscape of disposable ski and snowboard fashion, fixing and keeping your
gear in play is the most radical act we know. On average, most of us keep a piece
of clothing for just three years, yet the materials and processes of making any
new garment come at a huge cost to the planet.
Every Patagonia Snow garment is built for lasting function and straightforward
repair. If your shell is hammered, we’ll fix it at our repair facility (the largest of
its kind in North America) or we’ll teach you how to fix it. If it’s beyond all help,
we’ll repurpose or recycle it.
Learn more at patagonia.com/keepitinplay.

OFFLINE
Globetrotting photographer Krystle Wright captured paramotor
pilot Shane Denherder performing a series of wingover manoeuvres
above the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, USA.
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PARTNER
“May you live in interesting times,” goes a Chinese proverb. Well, we do. With things
changing so fast on so many fronts it can make you dizzy. But some things remain
grounding—like the bonds forged no matter what the endeavour. That’s why we’re not
only honoured to launch a new Mountain Life Annual each year, but to do so in conjunction
with a raft of dedicated advertisers, writers, photographers, artists, designers, sales folk
and readers who support our mission of keeping quality print alive. We’re not dissing
digital of course—through mountainlifemedia.ca, co-website for all our titles, we share the
best of the Annual along with related content that takes you deeper into the stories we
bring to life. But whether you find us online or simply park Mountain Life Annual on your
coffee table, you’ll be living proof that interesting times forge heartfelt partnerships.

AUSTIN SIADAK PHOTO
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CASEY BROWN
Curiosity is what fuels my need
for adventure. Wanting to see what’s
around the next corner. Most people
see adventure as something that’s fun
all the time, but I really love the struggle
of it and how that can help you grow
and build character—when you’re in
the middle of it and figuring it out.
And at the end hopefully you have a
really, really good story. You look back
on it and think, ‘Hey, maybe that was
fun. Let’s do that again.’

TAMO CAMPOS
Splitboarding up a skin track has always felt
second nature to me. I’ve been doing it since I
was eleven days old in my parent’s backpacks.
Pushing your limits while being at the mercy of
the power of mountains is a humbling experience. They’ve stood there since time immemorial and every new adventure within them heals
& exhilarates me. Shinrinyoku, forest bathing in
Japanese, is where I find and fill my soul.

CATHARINE PENDREL
My idea of adventure is fueled by that
tingly excitement you get when there is an
unknown; a new experience, challenge,
opportunity to learn, and the chance to
explore something new. It can be lining up
at a race not knowing how you’ll stack up
but putting yourself out there anyway or
spontaneously heading off for a weekend
with only a rough idea of where you want to
go and what you’ll do when you get there.
Adventure is embracing what life throws at
you and having fun with it!

MARIE-FRANCE ROY
Adventure for me is where the unexpected
lives. I’m still unsure if fear of routine or
thirst for new landscapes and cultures are the
true culprits, but I have always felt this calling
for situations that naturally bring unpredictable
and ever changing discoveries, no matter
how small or simple they can be. But most of
all, my favorite journeys will always remain
the ones spent outside in wilderness, where
you feel fully submerged and connected with
the beauty of the Earth.

GORD MCARTHUR
There’s no limit to potential. Through “everyday-chaos”, training at the gym, or going into
the mountains, I’m driven by passion for the
absolute—the unrivalled adventure. Fighting
for “flow” amongst it all allows for my best
—through life and climbing. It’s “busy”, but
the anticipation of what’s “out there”, the next
opportunity, that’s what steadies my breath,
what drives my desire to climb harder, and
to be stronger. I’m fueled by focus, driven by
motivation.

PETE DEVRIES
The anticipation for the unknown is what
fuels my fire for adventure. The desire to
get to new places and find new waves that
are seldom surfed gets me excited. Going on trips to locations where you have
to put in time and energy to research beforehand and time on the ground figuring
it out are the best. I have spent plenty of
time getting skunked in these far flung
destinations so when you do finally score
it’s that much more rewarding.

To check out extended online interviews with these
CLIFBAR athletes, check out mountainlifemedia.ca/clifbar
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MAPPING AN ISSUE: CLIMATE CHANGE

16
22

With 15 of the Earth’s 16 hottest years
recorded since 2000, there’s no arguing that
climate change is upon us. As greenhouse gas
emissions continue to climb, farmers, municipalities and vulnerable regions the world over
are coping with changing weather patterns,
record-breaking rainfall, high temperatures
and flooding. In addition, oceans are warming
and acidifying, with glaciers, ice caps and sea
ice all melting faster than expected. Each of
these comes with knock-on effects for humans
and wildlife. Examples are legion, but here we
locate a brief cross-section of recent phenomena
linked to a changing climate.
—L.A. and Miller Wilbourn
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ICE LOSS
(GLACIERS, POLAR SEA ICE, PERMAFROST)
As average temperatures rise due to the accumulation of greenhouse gasses in the
atmosphere, traditionally colder areas of the planet are the first to be affected. Polar
ice, glaciers and permafrost throughout the world are melting at alarmingly high rates.
1. GREENLAND: ICE SHEET MELT
As of 2017, the Greenland Ice Sheet was losing approximately 300 gigatons of ice per year (equivalent to
~1 mm annual rise in global sea level) and the melt rate is increasing. (see “Guilt Trip,” p. 54)

WILDLIFE IMPACTS
(MASS DEATH, DISPLACEMENT)
As climates change globally, many animal species will be poorly adapted to new
conditions in traditional habitats. Some will be displaced by competing species
expanding into these areas, others will themselves emigrate. Many, however, will
simply be unable to adapt to new conditions and be extirpated.

2. ARCTIC/ANTARCTIC: POLAR SEA ICE MELT
Combined polar
sea ice extent hit a record

 low in February 2017 when satellites measured only 16.32
million km2, a staggering 2 million km2 below the 1981–2010 average minimum. Arctic sea ice extent

alone is decreasing by 13.3% each decade, hitting a record low in 2012 of only 3.62 million km2 of ice.
3. ALASKA: PERMAFROST MELT
Newtok, Alaska and coastal towns in Arctic Siberia are being forced to move as permafrost on which
they sit thaws. Permafrost melt releases methane, a greenhouse gas ~30 times more powerful than carbon
dioxide, creating a positive feedback loop that results in more warming.
4. SVALBARD: ICE CAP MELT
Melt on the Austfonna Ice Cap in Norway’s Svalbard archipelago has sped up 25% since measurements
were first taken in 2012. It has thinned up to 50 metres in places—20% of its original thickness.
5. EVERYWHERE: MOUNTAIN GLACIERS
Glacier recession in the Alps, Andes, Himalaya, Rockies and North American Coast Range has been
accelerating over the past decade, as observed in tourism destinations like the Columbia Icefields in
Alberta, Whistler, B.C. and Mount Hood, Oregon. (see “Cold Snap,” p. 24, Haute Terre “Frontière,
Frontiera, Grenze,” p. 29 and “#SevenColourMountains,” p. 820)
6. ANTARCTIC: LARSEN C ICE SHELF
In July 2017, a massive chunk of the Larsen C Ice Shelf broke off from Antarctica. The resulting iceberg
of 5,000 km2 (~size of Prince Edward Island with a water volume twice that of Lake Erie) could trigger a
total collapse of the ice shelf, raising global sea levels up to 1 0 cm once melted.
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7. CIRCUMPOLAR ARCTIC: POLAR BEAR HABITAT SHRINKAGE
As sea ice extent continues to shrink, so does the habitat of the polar bear, which relies on sea ice for
hunting seals from October to June.
8. ARCTIC CANADA: IVORY GULL DIE-OFF
Ivory gulls depend on Arctic regions for breeding and food, but as sea ice melts, their habitats are
disappearing. In the Canadian Arctic alone, the ivory gull population is down 80%.
9. EUROPE: WHITE STORK MIGRATION CHANGES
Scientists studying migration patterns have discovered that some white storks are making shorter seasonal
journeys, overwintering within continental Europe rather than crossing into Africa as before, and arriving
at breeding grounds earlier in the year due to the advanced onset of spring.
10. GLOBAL: SEA TURTLE IMPACTS
Most of the world’s seven species of sea turtles, already endangered by poaching and fishing hazards,
are also feeling the effects of climate change, as rising sea levels cause rapid deterioration of important
nesting beaches.
11. NORTH AMERICA: DISEASE EXPANSION
Numerous scientific reports link recent spread of deadly fungal, parasitic and blood-borne pathogens to
climate-driven population expansions of their vectors. The spread of Lyme disease, for instance, as well as
winter tick and brainworm parasitic on moose, are all linked to whitetail deer populations expanding, in
part, due to climate change.
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RISING TEMPERATURES
(HEATWAVES, DROUGHT,
WILDFIRE)
Rising global temperatures have changed weather
patterns to make for hotter summers and shorter
periods of rainfall in certain regions. These effects have
seen heatwaves, drought and wildfires become more
frequent, longer lasting and more destructive.
12. MEDITERRANEAN: DROUGHT
A drought that afflicted the Levant region of the Eastern
Mediterranean from 1998–2012 was the worst the region has
experienced in over 900 years, and the worst by 50% in the past
500. Currently, drought has shifted to the Western Mediterranean.

14. AUSTRALIA AND PORTUGAL: WILDFIRE
Over 100 individual fires burned more than 118,000 hectares in
New South Wales, Australia in October 2013, taking two lives and
causing an estimated $94 million AUD in damages. A June 2017
wildfire in central Portugal claimed 62 lives and injured many
more. It was sparked by trovoadas secasor “dry thunderstorms,”
increasingly common in areas afflicted by heatwaves.

15. KUWAIT: RECORD HIGH TEMPERATURES
A weather station in Mitribah, Kuwait recorded the hottest ever
verifiable temperature on Earth at 54 ̊C on July 21, 2016.
16. CIRCUMPOLAR BOREAL REGION: FOREST
In 2014, 385 fires that burned 3.4 million hectares in Canada’s
Northwest Territories were fought at a cost of $56.1 million. In
2016, forest fires in Siberia burned 3.5 million hectares, causing
damages of $15 billion USD. A 600,000-hectare forest fire in May
2016 forced evacuation of 80,000 citizens from the tar-sands town
of Fort McMurray, Alberta, destroying ~2,400 buildings.
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OCEAN CHANGES
(SEA LEVEL RISE, EROSION,
ACIDIFICATION)
Temperatures rise and water expands in volume. Ice
melts and sea levels rise. These simple relationships
have far-reaching consequences: rising sea levels cause
both erosion and inundation of coastlines and other
low-lying areas; warmer, more acidic oceans form a
positive feedback loop to affect even faster atmospheric
warming and sea level rise.

13. EAST AFRICA: DROUGHT/FAMINE
Lack of seasonal rains in 2016 and 2017 put over 12 million in
Somalia, Ethiopia and Kenya in, or on the verge of, famine. The
area also experienced extreme drought in 2011 and 2012.
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17. SOLOMON AND MARSHALL ISLANDS
As of 2016, five of the Solomon Islands in the western Pacific are
completely underwater while others shrink due to rising sea level.
More and more citizens of the Marshall Islands are being forced
to leave their homes as sea level rise—now 2.32 mm per year—
threatens homes and lives.
18. AUSTRALIA: REEF BLEACHING
In 2017, large regions of Australia’s Great Barrier Reef were
bleaching for the second year in a row due to a combination of
ocean acidification and rising sea temperature. Over 500 species of
coral and over 1,500 species of fish are threatened.
19. BANGLADESH: INUNDATION
Tens of thousands of inhabitants of the island of Kutubdia in
Bangladesh have emigrated as rising sea levels shrink land-mass and
inundation of saline water makes agriculture less feasible.
20. ABYSSAL ZONE: OCEAN CHEMISTRY
Life in the deep ocean (abyssal zone) is more sensitive to change
than in the shallows, with the smallest shifts in pH, oxygen or
temperature having widespread effects. Changes in all three
parameters have recently been detected.

INCREASED PRECIPITATION
(SNOW, RAIN, FLOODS)
While global warming means hotter temperatures and
drier climates in many areas, others will experience
greater precipitation and sometimes colder weather,
with unusually frequent and severe snow, rain and
flooding events.
21. CHINA: FLOODING
The Wuhan Province of South China experienced its worst flooding
in two decades in July of 2016, when nearly a metre of rainfall took
69 lives.
22. ONTARIO AND MARYLAND: FLASH-FLOODING
In July 2013, off-the-charts rainfall caused massive flooding in
Toronto, Ontario, washing out roads and subways and causing an
extensive power outage. In July 2016, Ellicott, Maryland saw 16.5
cm of rain in under two hours in what meteorologists have called a
“1-in-1,000 year” event.
23. NEPAL: SNOWSTORM
In October 2014, Cyclone Hudhud collided with an unseasonable
short-wave trough over the Himalayas, resulting in a devastating
blizzard and series of avalanches that claimed 43 lives.
24. COLOMBIA: MUDSLIDE
On March 31, 2017, 13 cm of rainfall (a third the monthly average)
fell on Mocoa, Colombia, triggering a mudslide that killed over 250,
an event scientists predict will become more common.
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Ellipse
“Our experience in nature depends on
how we choose to position ourselves
within it.”
— Chili Thom, artist and adventurer

Lake of Two Rivers, Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, Canada. MIKE GRANDMAISON PHOTO
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What is wilderness? The thought hovered as I rafted a stretch of the Wapiti River from remote northeastern British Columba into northwestern
Alberta. Other than our launch and take-out points, there’d been no sign of humanity. Just original forest and a wild, at times unnavigable, river.
The wilderness of deep time was also represented in this unexplored stretch—95 million-year-old dinosaur footprints graced the sandstone
shelves lining the riverbank, and their fossilized bones eroded regularly out of the surrounding strata. Yet despite this decidedly removed feel,
I knew that above the canyon’s soaring walls, unseen from river level, were hectares of clear-cuts and myriad oil, gas and coal leases.
The same notion had plagued me the year before while descending the Yukon’s Snake River, a 300-kilometre watercourse widely considered to be
pristine—no roads, no residents, no development. By the standards of those who purport to “protect” watersheds—governments, industry, NGOs,
individuals—the Snake was wilderness personified. Or was it? Everyone from canoe and hunting outfitters to commercial prospectors seemed to
think they could have a piece of this untrammeled area without altering its fundamental nature. “Wilderness” had a lot of stakeholders.
The wilderness definition I’d found myself mulling on that trip was a matter of degree—not this, but that; some, but not all; us, but not
them. As many variants as special interests concerned with it. The problem was that all such constructs and thoughts concerning them were
human—relative and contextual. Perhaps real wilderness defines itself by functionality—the natural intertwining of landforms and waterways;
the presence of indigenous, co-evolved plant and animal life; intact ecosystems operating the way they have since they arose.
There’s room for humanity in this picture, of course, if we remain a part and not apart. This demarcates the difference between our colonizers’ “out
there” concept of wilderness and the participatory wilderness of indigenous peoples. I once asked Guujaaw, a renowned artist and then-president
of the Haida Council, about the relationship between the cultural depth of his people and the natural/biological dimensions of Haida Gwaii.
“Our rich culture reflects the richness of both the land and marine wilderness,” he’d replied.
And while a sustainable existence that doesn’t outright destroy an ecosystem might preserve something akin to wilderness, there are other, more
facile, ideas. I learned that years ago, while investigating the counterintuitive but widespread belief in monsters like Lake Okanagan’s celebrated
Ogopogo. “Humans love mystery and discovery,” mused someone whose parents claimed to have seen the creature. “Life would be horrifically
dull if we knew everything there was to know. We want to believe there are things out there that can’t be explained.”
True. Our need to believe in the unexplained seems inherent in the fabric of the self-consciousness it co-evolved with. It can also be argued
that nature would lose much of its identity if it were fully circumscribed—and so would we. Consider the Sasquatch investigator who’d spent
enormous sums of time and money searching for the mythical beast, but who, in a moment of startling candour, told an interviewer: “It would
actually be a shame if we found one. Without Bigfoot out there, there’d be no such thing as wilderness left.”
Which begs the question of which is worse for humanity—the failure of investigation, or the failure of imagination?
In the end we’re back to the beginning: is wilderness no human footprint or very little? Does long use and transient habitation by First Nations
qualify or disqualify? Without consensus, do we simply look to nature for answers about how and what to preserve? Or do we require a new
definition in this age of reclamation, where something like the historically (and currently) logged territory of massive Algonquin Provincial
Park represents the largest preserved “wilderness” in Ontario. And what of piecemeal protection, such as allowing a land-scarring mine that
might benefit society for only as long as the changing economics of demand last, when we know that true wilderness, the type that the Earth
doesn’t make anymore, offers the wealth of connection in perpetuity?
I’ve been confronting the wilderness conundrum my entire existence: from nature-addled child through professional lives as a biologist,
teacher, adventurer, and writer. From searching for undescribed species in the lost forests of Vietnam only to find the bulk of them in the most
heinously altered landscapes, to arguing the merits of bringing people into the winter mountains by mechanized means that seem anathema to
the received view of pristine, the question lingers: What is wilderness?
I’m not sure. But it’s a question we need to keep asking, before the answer is “nothing.” —Leslie Anthony
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Squamish, B.C.-based adventurer and mountain guide
Jia Condon gets around. Whether sailing aboard the yacht
Northanger to climb in Greenland and Antarctica, working
as a head guide at hallowed Bella Coola Heli Sports, or
just generally roaming the world in search of climbing and
skiing adventure, Jia has spent plenty of time in the halls
of the mountain gods since turning pro in 1995. Finding
himself often in spectacular landscapes, it’s no surprise that
Jia is also a passionate photographer with many catalogue
and magazine credits to his name. But as a classic low-key
Canuck, his photo acumen tends to be as understated as
the many first ascents and ski descents he has completed.
Nevertheless, he was Johnny-on-the-spot for this shot of
Chris Geisler on the rope during pitch-assembly for a first
ascent of the “Spray On... Top!” route at Helmcken Falls in
British Columbia’s Wells Gray Provincial Park in February
2012. Pioneered by the Canadian duo of Tim Emmet and
Will Gadd in 2009, it’s full eight pitches were climbed in
one go-days after this photo was taken-by Emmet and
Slovenian Klemen Preml. —L.A.

“It was easily the wildest free-hanging jumar I have ever
done. Being beside the raging falls and above the ice crater
was super intense. The climb was incredibly impressive to
watch and the amount of work and commitment was equally
impressive. The setting is like nowhere I have ever been. Super
objective with intimidating ice daggers constantly looming
overhead. Not a place to take lightly.”—Jia Condon
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First Person
MAKING ECO-LOGIC

From a spruce tree, Dr. Darwyn Coxson plucks
a wispy strand of Usnea—the lichen often referenced as Old Man’s Beard—noting how it was
wiped out in Sweden by winds carrying the spoils
of Europe’s industrial revolution into Scandinavia.
“Similarly,” he says to the attentive group clustered
around, “any new, large fossil-fuel burning project
in Northern B.C. will threaten lichens for hundreds
of kilometres in every direction.”
In 2010, Coxson, a vacationing botanist from the
University of Northern British Columbia, rented
a waterfront cabin at Cassiar Cannery outside
Prince Rupert. Last of the great salmon canneries
to shutter on B.C.’s coast, the heritage buildings
of the 122-year-old institution were being restored
by Justine Crawford and Mark Bell, a Vancouver
couple who’d purchased the abandoned cannery
while seeking a more adventurous life in the north.
Coxson liked the fastidiously appointed cabin, but
he’d also landed in a unique, relatively unstudied
ecosystem packed with organisms that piqued
his interest—a spectacularly diverse estuarine
salt marsh grading into temperate rainforest rich
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with lichens, fungi and mosses. Coxson began
to return annually to conduct research, opening
a new chapter in the Cannery’s revitalization. In
2016, Crawford wove Coxson’s work together
with others in an “adventure education” tapestry
she dubbed Ecology Week. The seven-day
program involved exploring the Skeena River
estuary and Great Bear Rainforest by land, water
and air with experts from various fields that led
participants through daily study modules—from
understanding the biodiversity and importance
of salt marshes, old growth rainforest, tidal mudflats, and eel-grass beds, to how energy transfer
works between freshwater, ocean and terrestrial
environments, the geological forces that shaped
the landscape, and the way First Nations used the
bounty associated with all.
I had joined Ecology Week’s 2017 incarnation,
interested in how a unique field course set in an
historic milieu of fisheries exploitation wove a
story about the longstanding human relationship
to the forest-estuary-ocean interface. For Cassiar,
repurposing infrastructure from a troubled resource industry in service of reversing the hubris

that led to its demise created a de facto ecological
field station with future potential; for myself and
other participants, it was opportunity to understand intrinsic natural values of the region almost
universally overlooked in conversations about the
cost of resource development.
That day, Coxson has already walked a transect
through the salt marsh from the low tide line,
passing different ecological communities every
few metres. At this upper fringe, were the highest
diversity of grasses, sedges and forbs, backed by
forest we explore more thoroughly the next day
on a hike along Butze Rapids Trail. Here, we learn
how rainforest life is stacked three or four deep,
with fully half the photosynthetic surface in lichens
and mosses, whose surreal three-dimensional
structures we later examine under microscopes.
On a day out with Reo, the local bird expert,
we identify robins, sparrows, thrushes, starlings,
jays, flickers, geese, gulls, ducks and welcome
tree swallows dive-bombing the clouds of insects
we attract, when suddenly he issues a kingbird
alert—a rarely seen Interior bird suddenly more
given to wandering by climate change. On a

If you can't see the forest for the trees, then you certainly won't see an ecosystem.

jet-boat outing, Dr. Travis Gerwing—aka Dr.
Worm—inculcates a sense of the relative health
of mudflats on the North Coast despite the
footprint of development and introduced species.
He also notes how canneries that played a role in
the collapse of salmon runs are playing a positive
role in their recovery, through historical fertilizing
of areas on which young salmon transition from
fresh- to saltwater. There are more juvenile salmon
using Lelu Island’s Flora Bank at the mouth of the
Skeena than anywhere on the north coast. A sand
deposit dumped after the last Ice Age, Flora Bank
won’t rejuvenate if it’s impacted by, say, a proposed
LNG terminal on Lelu Island, which we circumnavigate in a First Nations ocean-going canoe.
On another day, Dr. Carla Burton discusses
traditional use of some 200 medicinal and edible
plants with her good friend Alice Azak, a Nisga’a
matriarch of 90 years. Warm and generous,
offering stories of foraging, harvesting and medicine-making, Alice leads us in creating a salve
from Devil’s club. Later we’re joined by Grace
Hamilton, a skilled cedar weaver who introduces
us to the practice.

As a wrap to the week, we see how all the
elements of estuary ecology fit together in
the world-renowned grizzly bear sanctuary of
Khutzeymateen Inlet. Khutzeymateen (K’tzima-deen or “Valley at the Head of the Inlet” in
Coast Tsimshian) is a short 40-kilometre hop in
a floatplane through a pass hemmed by soaring
rock walls, where mountain goats sprinkled
like rice grains on the crags. In an eye-blink we
land on the mirror-still inlet beside Khutzeymateen Wilderness Lodge, whose recent high-end
makeover by owner Jamie Hahn has created a
crucible of classic coastal sensibilities and modern
rustic chic. We lunch on sandwiches and chili,
then take to an aluminum viewing boat. In a bay
directly across from us a bear is digging clams.
Her name, says Hahn—who knows them all—is
Hot Chocolate, and she has mated with three
different males this spring. In the next bay over,
one of these Romeos munches on sedges. A kilometre north, Hahn is able to manoeuvre close
to a large female and three cubs doing the same,
while still abiding by rules of engagement for not
disturbing them.

Grazing is only a warm-up for the big show
in a few weeks time—when salmon show up
to breed in the inlet’s streams. As a keystone
species, grizzlies depend on a healthy, fully
functioning ecosystem to support a variety of
animals, fish and native plants. As they have for
millennia, Coast Tsimshian First Nations also
depend upon this area for social, economic and
cultural prosperity.
The Khutzeymateen’s protected areas are home
to some 50–60 grizzlies—possibly the species’
highest concentration in Canada. As we head
up-estuary, we encounter bear after bear—11
in total—one of which tires of turning rocks
for crabs and lies splayed out, belly down, on
the beach for a snooze. Seeing bears like this is
startling, intimate, a privilege. I come away with
a singular feeling: that the Khutzeymateen is an
adventure learning experience extraordinaire,
an ecotourism model for the future. And as the
linchpin of Cassiar Cannery’s week of estuarine
ecology, it couldn’t have been more appropriate.
—Leslie Anthony

B.C.'s North Coast. SIMON AGER/SEA SHEPHERD CONSERVATION SOCIETY.
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Cold
Snap
JOSH HYDEMAN FRAMES
THE HAZARDOUS, MUTABLE
WORLD OF GLACIER CAVES

Glaciers don’t rush. Or at least they didn’t used to.
During the last Ice Age, glaciers shaped our landscape
while crawling, on average, but a few centimetres a day.
Today, we’re in an interglacial period (the Holocene)
without continental ice sheets—and though “inter”
suggests these ice sheets will return, many of those
remaining are in rapid retreat. While prehistoric glacial
subsidence was a slow-motion, multi-millennial process,
scientists and explorers of today are documenting startling rates of glacial shift and collapse. Nowhere is this
more evident than in glacial caves—water-carved windows
into the guts of these giant, rock-flecked bulldozers.
Sandy Glacier, on the western side of Mount Hood in
Oregon’s Cascade Range, is a remnant of an icecap that
covered the entire mountain during the Pleistocene, a
chunk of fossil ice containing air bubbles and organic
material crucial to the study of life and atmospheric
conditions over thousands of years. In 2012, explorers
Brent McGregor and Eddy Cartaya mapped the Sandy
cave system to a length of over two kilometres. Today,
according to photographer Josh Hydeman, navigable
passages measure around 300 metres. Having accompanied
McGregor, Cartaya and German cave climatologist
Andreas Pflitsch on a weeklong expedition through
Sandy’s caves in 2015, few know Sandy’s caverns—especially “Snowdragon” (recently collapsed) and “Pure
Imagination”—better than the Portland-based lensman.
—Ned Morgan

JOSH HYDEMAN PHOTO
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How challenging is it to shoot inside the Sandy Glacier?
It’s very wet. Many times, the camera’s autofocus stopped working so I stopped
shooting—I didn’t want my whole system to just turn off. There’s also a lot of
rock- and icefall. Once, a car-sized chunk of ice slid off the wall about six metres
away; I was just turning on my DSLR and focusing and we could hear the ice
cracking as I pressed record. And exiting Pure Imagination, there’s a debris chute
above the mouth with so many rocks coming down you need a spotter to tell you
that now would be the time to run as fast as you can. In summer, morning is the
safest time to go into a cave, since the sun hasn’t affected the ice yet. But around
sunset, the water is raging—a small river flowing throughout the cave—so much
white noise you have to yell to communicate. In winter it’s much quieter, more
echoey. You’re always surprised by the changing features; how alive caves are. They
really have personalities. The level of difficulty is condition- and season-specific,
and it might take rope work and crampons to see the entire cave. In winter, there’s
a very icy, sideways traverse on angles anywhere from a 25- to 40-degrees. In summer,
it’s almost as challenging because it’s very steep talus with lots of moving rock.

Few have explored “Pure Imagination” as deeply as the 2015
expedition. What was that like?
There have been times when conditions made it easy to visit the cave, and a lot of
photographers did, but they’d just go in, take a couple of shots, then leave. If you
spend a week there in the summer, however, the amount of time you’re inside adds
to the danger—just like a mountain climber doing a ridge traverse. Once I was
shooting a sunset rainbow in a small waterfall pouring out of a moulin [a vertical
shaft in a glacier formed by water percolating down from the top] and a piece of
rock the size of a lawn chair came down through it… But it’s not like we’re scared
the whole time. You look at the ceiling and pay attention to where rocks are and
you just move quickly. And you need to go with the right people. We had walkie-talkie
communication with search and rescue; that kind of psychological support lets you
get a lot of caving done.

As a photographer, you’ve witnessed change in the caves more vividly
than anyone.
I’ve been shooting in the Sandy Glacier caves since 2014. Many features I photographed are no longer there. For instance, one cave had a horizontal entrance and
after a collapse it turned into a snow bridge, and then eventually that came down,
too. This place is so strikingly beautiful that your memory of it is very detailed.
Especially when you photograph it and have a relationship with the images. So,
when I revisit, it’s very easy to see the differences.

What attracted you to glacier caves?
First it was beauty. Then I attended the International Workshop on Ice Caves in
2014 where I learned that there’s a sense of urgency about them among scientists.
They want to collect samples from ice caves before they melt. Spending so much
time photographing these places has been an ongoing learning process. Being able to
freeze these moments with photography makes sense to me. I can help leave a record.
Among other discoveries, Pflitsch’s 2015 Sandy Glacier expedition found that volcanic
hot springs farther up the mountain were helping form the caves. As part of an ongoing
study of climate change and mountain glaciers, the team installed data loggers in Sandy
and other Pacific Northwest glacier caves, including the summit of Mount Rainier.
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OutSpoken
A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA
THREE QUESTIONS: Martijn Doolaard

On April 16, 2015, Dutch graphic designer/
filmmaker Martijn Doolaard embarked on a yearlong bike ride that covered 17,000 kilometres
through 18 countries from Holland to Singapore.
Departing without fanfare, he mounted his bike
in Amsterdam and started pedalling, avoiding the
inevitable questions from friends and family for
which he didn’t yet have answers.
The journey carried Doolaard from Europe
through the Middle East into Asia, immersing
him in communities, cultures and environments
without the barriers of vehicular travel. “If
someone sees a car approaching, they don’t
know who’s in it or what they’re up to,” notes
Doolaard. “But a bicycle is never a threat. It’s a
positive thing, so there’s always an interesting
conversation that starts up.”

He chronicled the adventure on his blog
“Espiritu Libre” (espiritu-libre.com), and after a
wildly successful Kickstarter campaign, expanded
it into One Year on a Bike—a deeply personal
photographic celebration of the lost art of slow
travel—in hopes of inspiring others to explore
the world in the open air. Arriving in Vancouver
this May, Doolaard was preparing for a second
long-distance cycling adventure through the U.S.
to possibly South America. “Possibly” because
in true open-road fashion, he’s wasn’t sure, and
happy to keep it that way. —Brian Peech
What was the inspiration for your first trip?
I wanted to see the world and travel by bike because it’s so simple—you’re outside and exposed,
which makes it very intense. You also have time
to immerse in the landscape and the people you
meet. Cycling through a village, you can really
make eye contact and hear what people are
saying. You miss that in a car. You really get more
insight about the big picture, how things work,
the differences in countries and their cultures.
And nature becomes more beautiful when you
travel in such a detailed way.
Did you plan to make it to Singapore, or just
end up there?
The plan was to head to China. I was interested
in travelling through countries like Turkey and
Iran, so that was the route I chose. Very vague.
Around halfway, though, I decided I didn’t want

to stop at the Chinese border, so from Kyrgyzstan
I flew to India and continued on from there.
Singapore was a beautiful end goal, basically the
furthest you can travel by land.
Any ideas about how this next trip will go?
I thought Vancouver, with its beautiful mountains
and thick forests, would be a great start. And I’ve
always been intrigued with the United States. I
want to go to Mexico, but am also considering
going a bit more west-to-east through the states.
I’ll make those decisions last minute. I could
end up in South America. I did my previous trip
on a Surly Long Haul Trucker, a great touring
bike, but on really rough terrain it wasn’t so
comfortable. And since travelling smaller dirt
roads and villages is the most interesting part of
a trip, I want more of a mountain bike. Another
difference is that I’ll be able to communicate
with people. On my previous journey I didn’t
speak the languages, and was showing photos on
my iPhone to explain what I was doing.

OLD BOOK: How to Ski (and How Not to), Vivian Caulfeild, Nisbet & Co., London, Revised Edition, 1913

You needn’t be a fan of early ski history to enjoy this book, but it helps. From the embossed cloth cover to its diagrams and
photographs, the book profiles a sport prior to its emergence as a recreational industry—when it still represented a physical
and psychological adventure that wasn’t for the faint of limb. The opening chapter, “The Englishman as a Ski-runner,” explores
both the benefits of skiing and the low opinion of British schussers held by more able Swiss wont to lament ineptitude in their
own ranks with “He skis like an Englishman.” Caulfeild attempts to correct this with ‘how to’ (and ‘how not to’) visual instruction—featuring ladies in long dresses and men in natty tweed suits smoking pipes while executing telemark turns—that seems
plucked from a charming time capsule buried on some faraway peak. More presciently, the author anticipates skiing’s future
diversity and appeal: “I need hardly say… that the opportunities afforded by the sport for the exercise not only of the runner’s
nerve, but of his skill and judgment, are almost unlimited.”
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NEW BOOK: Barbarian Days: A Surfing Life, William Finnegan, Penguin Books

After growing up on a surfboard in California and Hawaii, a college grad sets off to travel the surf world with a friend. Not
unusual, but William Finnegan’s journey through Oceania, Indonesia and South Africa doesn’t just sate a need for watery
thrills, it supplies the grit and grist to transform his self-certain vocation as writer into a career. Though the surf skills follow
him through life, he becomes equally proficient in his role as international journalist and staff writer at The New Yorker. So
much so that this long-awaited autobiography won a 2016 Pulitzer Prize. Despite waiting so long to return to his life’s essential scaffolding, Finnegan manages to channel each past experience as if it were only just occurring, describing every wave
encountered with élan and effervescence, none so evocatively as the paradisical peeler in Tavarua, Fiji, that, like the author,
would become world-renowned. “The wave had a thousand moods… Its roaring, sparkling depths and vaulted ceiling like
some kind of recurring miracle.”

THREE QUESTIONS: Gauchos del Mar

Sharing a family-fed passion for surfing and
exploring nature, Argentine brothers Julian and
Joaquin Azulay—aka the “Gauchos del Mar”—
have created a life of adventure and art through
a series of inspiring films (see gauchosdelmar.com)
meant to instill both a desire to get outdoors
and a sense of responsibility for the state of the
natural world.
In 2016, along with a friend and a cameraman,
the pair journeyed around Peninsula Mitre,
easternmost end of the island of Tierra del
Fuego at the southern end of South America, in
search of untouched waves. During the surfing
experience of a lifetime, the men trekked 53
days across tricky terrain, over mountains, and
through forests, camping in caves and swimming
across rivers. On each of their backs were 35-plus
kilograms—including the boards they used to
surf at every opportunity.
The landscape made an impression on the men
and the waves were worth the walk, but there was
more: “We went in search of waves and found a
cause,” they say in the resulting movie. Through
conversations with a handful of isolated ranchers
and miners, they gained an appreciation for the
beauty of these 790,000 acres of virgin wilderness
and dedicated themselves to their conservation.
We caught up with Joaquin in June of this year.
—Miller Wilbourn
How did you guys become the Gauchos del Mar?
Back in 2010, Julian and I were driving from Los
Angeles to Argentina along the Pacific coastline,
surfing along the way. In Baja, California we met a
really cool American couple—Mateo and Britney.

They were living in the middle of the desert,
surfing every day. We became good friends, and
were telling them about our surf trip and how we
wanted to make a blog and needed a name for it.
After a few days, Mateo suggested “Gauchos del
Mar.” He said, “You’re Argentinian, you’re riding
all day, and you’re drinking maté every time.” Ha!
We love the name.

You found great waves, but came away with a cause.
Peninsula Mitre may be one of the last big,
wild places in the world. No road, no access,
no one living there. An amazingly beautiful,
wide open, wild landscape. And once you’ve
been to such an untouched place for so long,
you want to keep it like that, you know? Surfing
is an excuse to get out and adventure, but our
films and expeditions aren’t just about that. You
realize there’s so much more to do—and to do
for other people. We like surfing, but Peninsula
Mitre could be enjoyed forever, by everyone.
So, our recommendation is for people to get to
know the place and get involved in its conservation. Even just signing the petition [link on
their website] is helpful. Acting together, we’re
stronger and maybe that will influence the
government to conserve it, too.

What inspired the Peninsula Mitre film project?
Peninsula Mitre was our third big expedition
and it was a process to get there. After that first
big trip we realized we knew nothing about our
own country—Argentina has 3,500 kilometres
of coastline with huge potential for surfing and
big potential for new stories. Peninsula Mitre is
amazing—mountains, rivers, cliffs, empty beaches—
so we wanted to go. Then we met Sergio, who
hiked there alone ten years before. We asked him
if he wanted to go with us, but he thought that
with surfboards it would be impossible. After a
year, however, we convinced him. Our motivation
was to make an unprecedented expedition to
document a completely unknown area in Argentina.
And to surf some waves—which we did.
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Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART AND ARTIFICE

COURTSHIP ART
Sexual selection in nature, BBC Earth,
Life Story Episode 5
There are many great human artists, but some great art is also made by
non-humans. In this case, a lovestruck piscine sculptor, whose masterpieces
and process must be seen to be believed. As David Attenborough intones
in this episode of BBC’s vaunted Earth series: “… this small Japanese
puffer fish is dull, almost to the point of invisibility. But to compensate,
he is probably nature’s greatest artist. To grab a female’s attention, he
creates something that almost defies belief. His only tools are his fins.
In his head, a plan of mathematical perfection… He can’t rest for more
than a moment, but must work 24 hours a day for a week or the current
will destroy his creation… Nowhere else in nature does an animal construct something as complex and as perfect as this. If this doesn’t get him
noticed, nothing will.” // youtube.com/watch?v=p1PID91sEW8

WASHED ASHORE
Sculpture, exhibit and workshops, Smithsonian Museum and elsewhere
A series of giant sculptures of sea life made entirely of marine debris collected from beaches that graphically illustrates the tragedy of plastic pollution in our oceans and
waterways, the Washed Ashore Project creates powerful art that captivates all ages and teaches environmental conservation and sustainability. The beautifully designed and
well-crafted sculptures are an ongoing display at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History’s Sant Ocean Hall in Washington, DC. Travelling exhibits that will
appear at various other points across the United States in 2017 include teacher, staff and guide workshops combining art, science and environmental issues that are led by an
expert education team. The sculptures—and equally interesting process behind them—can also be viewed online. // washedashore.org
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FRONTIÈRE, FRONTIERA, GRENZE
Photography, touring exhibit, web gallery,
Scott Conarroe
As suggested by its title—the words for “border” in
French, Italian and German, respectively—photographer
Scott Conarroe has taken a unique geo-political look at
climate change. Specifically, how melting glaciers and
retreating alpine permafrost affect boundaries in the Alps.
As planet-warming proceeds, landscapes no longer conform to pre-established borders. Italy, Austria, France and
Switzerland have responded with a series of extraordinary
bilateral agreements rendering sections of their mutual
borders fluid. “These are lovely vistas but far from pristine.
They contain both the aftermath of our Industrial Age and
an avant-garde view of statecraft for an era increasingly
defined by climate change,” notes Conarroe’s website.
Originally mounted at Toronto’s Stephen Bulger Gallery
November 2016–January 2017, the large-scale photos will
be part of a Project Pressure (project-pressure.org) exhibition launching in Vienna in 2019. The impossibly vast
scenes are startlingly sharp up close, for, as Conarroe puts
it, “leaning into as well as stepping back from.”
// scottconarroe.com/indexFFG2.html

SECRET PATH
Album, graphic novel, television special, Gord Downie
When Gord Downie, frontman of the beloved Canadian band The Tragically Hip, revealed in May 2016 that he was battling incurable brain cancer, a nation united behind
him. Shortly thereafter, The Hip (as they’re colloquially known) embarked on a 15-show cross-country tour in celebration of their latest studio album Man Machine Poem, one
that could ostensibly be Downie’s last. It quickly morphed into a national celebration of their influence and music—the soundtrack of many people’s lives, for whom arcane
slices of Canadian history were first served up in Downie’s growling lyrical style. Following the emotional tour, Downie released a solo album and graphic novel he had been
collaborating on with cartoonist Jeff Lemire. Dubbed Secret Path, the haunting 10-song album and eponymous CBC television special tells the story of 12-year-old Chanie
Wenjack, an Ojibway boy who died alone from exposure in 1966 while trying to find his way home from a residential school near Kenora, Ontario. This is art at its revelationary and revolutionary best, recasting the typically heroic narrative used to describe occupation of Canada’s north as one of deep human tragedy. Chanie’s death led to the
first inquest into the treatment of indigenous children in the residential school system, where students suffered abuse, neglect and re-programming that has since been deemed
cultural genocide. Chanie’s story has become emblematic of the thousands forced into residential schools, many to never see their families again. At an emotional ceremony in
December 2016, the Assembly of First Nations honoured Downie for his work on reconciliation. He was gifted a star blanket and the name Wicapi Omani, or “walks with the
stars.” // secretpath.ca
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Bucket List
A SPIRIT OF PLACE: TORNGAT
MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK

words Jenn Smith Nelson :: photos Glen Harris
“I’m home,” declares elder Sophie Keelan as we step onto
Sallikuluk Island. In a traditional Arnautik dress and her own
handcrafted sealskin gloves, Keelan reminisces how the shores of
her birthplace, a rich fishing village, once brimmed with life.
Today it’s eerily quiet. Standing on the sacred ground where over
600 Inuit lie buried, remnants of sod houses, tent rings, whale
bones, and chert tools offer only scattered evidence of the island’s
former life.
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There is also a giant rock pile—mass grave for the repatriated remains of
113 Inuit from Sallikuluk and nearby Upernavik Islands excavated by a
Toronto paleontologist without consent between 1969 and 1971. Gary
Baikie, Superintendent of Torngat Mountains National Park, has worked
tirelessly to ensure the remains were returned to the island nearly three
decades after the fact.
At Baikie’s request, we join him and elders Keelan and John Jaruse to pay
respect to their ancestors. We pause to reflect, then listen to Amazing Grace
sung in Inuktitut.
The remote, unspoiled landscape is equal parts awe inspiring and unforgiving. Situated on Labrador’s northern tip, the park encompasses 10,000
km2 between the Quebec border and the storm-tossed Labrador Sea. It’s
extreme and raw, with jagged mountains, sheer 1,000-metre cliffs, and
glacier-formed fjords. Waterfalls and drifting towers of ice add to a stark but
jarring beauty.
The park is also home to a diversity of wildlife: minke whales and seals patrol
offshore, while the land boasts caribou, wolf, ptarmigan, and tundra-dwelling
American black bears—the only place the species exists above treeline. However,
it’s the abundant polar bears that define the park’s true wildness.
Officially established in 2008, Canada’s 42nd national park is a true shared
vision. A partnership between Parks Canada, the Nunatsiavut Government
and Makivik Corporation have enabled the Nunavik Inuit of Labrador to
manage the park and share powerful stories of their homeland with visitors
from around the world. From mid-July to mid-August each year, Kangidluasuk—the Torngats Base Camp and Research Station—welcomes Inuit
youth and elders, researchers, and other guests seeking cultural immersion,
adventure and connection to nature.
“The goal is to protect the region for Inuit and all other Canadians, while
fostering Inuit cultural values and practices,” says Martin Lougheed, Parks’
Visitor Experience Manager. “This includes encouraging young Inuit, and
protecting the knowledge of elders so stories can be shared and saved.”
Experiences shared between the all-Inuit Parks staff and hunters, carvers,
throat singers, dancers and seamstresses allow youth to learn and elders the
chance to reclaim and reconnect with their heritage. It’s also an exercise in
healing. “The pride youth gain from working with older Inuit who teach traditional skills is incredibly empowering and transformative,” notes Lougheed.
Youth aren’t the only ones that enjoy transformation here. By taking part
in authentic Inuit cultural experiences, guests like ourselves also connect
with the land and its people. Nestled on St. John’s Harbour in Saglek Bay,
Kangidluasuk is both idyllic and dramatic, with a seascape that changes as
quickly as its schizophrenic weather. Rolling hills are carpeted in low-lying
subarctic vegetation, with lichens scattered amongst some of the planet’s
oldest rocks, almost four billion years old.

Given the camp’s isolation, we quickly form into a tight-knit community,
filling days with onsite experiences like casting a line for char or hiking.
Trails include hikes to a waterfall, Torr Bay, and a steep sunrise climb to a
hilltop Inuksuk. Excursions outside the camp’s two-metre electrical fence
require the company of armed bear guards, adding to the adventure.
Other activities centre around hands-on traditions. We gather arctic char
from nets set just offshore, learn filleting skills, and make delectable pitsik
(dried/smoked char), as well as participate in the making of suvalik, a traditional dessert consisting of crushed, fresh char eggs, local berries, water and
oil. We learn Inuktitut words, attempt throat singing, partake in campfire
singalongs, and scour night skies for northern lights. All in all, camp life is
grand, though it’s retracing the footsteps of Inuit ancestors on nearby islands
that truly enriches the experience. A visit to Hebron, home to Baikie’s
mother, is particularly impactful.

The remote, unspoiled landscape is equal parts
awe inspiring and unforgiving. The goal is to
protect the region for all Canadians, while
fostering Inuit cultural values and practices.
Established by Moravian missionaries in 1831, Hebron was once Labrador’s
most northern outpost, an otherwise thriving traditional Inuit community.
It came to an abrupt end in 1959 when politicians, colluding with the
Moravians, advised residents they would be relocated to more southern
settlements closer to government services. With no choice but to leave their
homes, families were torn apart and, once resettled, left unsupported. It
was during this time that cousins Keelan and John, then 11, were separated.
Great hardship and further tragedy followed, the repercussions still felt
today. But it’s through such recounting and acknowledgement that healing
and reconciliation have begun.
Lougheed’s hope is that guests come away with a deep appreciation of the
environment along with the cultural and historical significance of how
the land was, and continues to be, used. “Spending time with Inuit elders
reinforces connections to land and place, creating meaningful experiences
that become the real treasure of the Torngat Mountains.”
As we prepare to leave Sallikuluk, the wind picks up. Filing into our furiously rocking boats, introspection descends, the strains of Amazing Grace still
filling our minds. We’ve learned that “Torngat” derives from Inuktitut for
“place of spirits,” these occasionally being interpreted as evil. Today, however,
partnerships fostered by the park have produced a spirit that is very much
the opposite. As with many things, in darkness there is always light.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Light swims down Talik Arm on Nachvak Fjord. RIGHT TOP Inuit elder John Jaruse. BOTTOM Elias Harris hauls in an Arctic char for a visitor at Kangidluasuk.
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AUSTIN SMITH
THE MISSION KIT

Lake Tenquille BC _ Photo: Aaron Blatt

8:38 AM
The moment your idea of heaven
finally comes down to earth.

Photo: Robin O’Neill

A new dam could spell the end of the Zambezi River’s
Batoka Gorge—and with it the rafting enterprise that
keeps low-impact tourism alive in the region.
words and photos :: Steve Ogle
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PREVIOUS SPREAD As the sun sets over the Batoka Gorge, white-backed vultures hope for more than just a dead rafting industry. LEFT The adventure starts at the base of legendary Victoria Falls. ABOVE LEFT Not a gag.
RIGHT Mandrese “Hippo” Ngoma takes a refreshing wallow in the Zambezi. NEXT SPREAD Elephants in Chobe National Park at the confluence of the Chobe and Zambezi Rivers.

A lanky, easy-going couple from Toronto, Doley

In the 54-kilometre section housing the spiciest

Aside from “immersing yourself ” in the wildlife

and Grant, like the other eighteen participants in

rapids, however, it was “twenty-foot crocs” that

scene, another reason the Zambezi is so popular

our group, have thus far enjoyed every moment

occupied Doley’s and Grant’s collective imagination.

among rafters is the unfortunate concept of

of their latest trip-of-a-lifetime. There’s nothing

So, when the raft partially flips on Gulliver’s Trav-

getting something before it’s gone. That’s because

in general to disapprove of. As the fourth largest

els (each rapid has a name—including Gnashing

humans like to dam rivers. In North America, for

river in Africa, the Zambezi is world-renowned for

Jaws of Death and Oblivion), the couple’s relaxed

instance, the United States has more than 80,000

its furious, big-water rafting. Due to the gradient,

Canadian demeanour takes a backseat to abject

dams and Canada over 10,000. Africa can boast a

the warm water, and the run’s location below

fear. I know this because I’m locked in beside

few mega-projects on the Nile, Congo and Niger

impressive Victoria Falls, many would argue it’s

them as they’re ejected into the roiling maw, and

Rivers, and even the wild Zambezi is broken up by

second to none. The marquee Batoka Gorge is

see their faces before they go under. I reach out

dams with yet another one planned—the Batoka—

flanked by both Zimbabwe and Zambia, slicing a

in a futile attempt to pull them back in—though

that will flatten the rafting areas. There are several

visible-from-space incision through a wondrous,

not so far as to lose my own grip. At least they

claimed reasons for the dam, but for the most

frontier landscape. Zimbabweans on the south

went in together.

important one you have to look downstream.

bank and their relatively affluent Zambian neighbours to the north eke out a living on the rolling
hills above the gorge, yet despite human presence
the area remains chockfull of wildlife—some with
pointy, nasty teeth. Rafting may be a tourist sport,
but on the Zambezi, it’s not for the faint of heart.

Pre-trip Internet searches

Here you’ll find the river’s most notable houseboating vacation area (a burgeoning African pastime

yielded the following advice:

and touristic draw), the Kariba reservoir: 250

get in raft guide Hippo’s boat.

lake by volume. But boaters beware: the mammoth

kilometres long and the world’s largest man-made
50-year-old Kariba Dam, holding back all this
water, has major infrastructure woes. In 2016,

Doley and Grant are inseparable. Days earlier,
during a Class I and II introductory paddle on the

“The crocs hang out in the pools, not in the

Zambia’s energy minister declared it in “dire”

upper river, I saw them sauntering hand-in-hand

rapids,” offers Mandrese Ngoma by way of

condition, the water emanating from its spill-

into the scrubby forest—as much a precaution

conciliation. Known as “Hippo,” the Malawi-born

ways undercutting the foundations to a point of

against predators lying in wait as it was a roman-

sternsman who corralled us into the rafts a few

potential collapse. The Zambezi River Authority es-

tic stroll. On an African adventure your place in

hours earlier outlines in the same breath how

timates that in a catastrophic failure, the Kariba’s

the food chain is arguably only a pounce away.

each of the Zambezi’s 25 rapids spills into a giant

water could wipe out 3.5 million hapless victims

At one point, I’d have a black mamba rise up out

pool, where anybody who went for an unexpected

downstream—some as far away as Madagascar—

of a hole only a few metres in front of me, and

swim can be collected with ease.

when the resulting tsunami crosses the ocean.
Ironically, an ongoing drought has lowered water

an elephant’s tusk tear through the tent beside
my wife Amy in the middle of the night, its deft

Collected? Those who weren’t spewing their lunch

levels to a paltry 12 per cent of the lake’s capacity,

trunk-work emptying her bedside water glass

from nervousness at the put-in (I counted three)

dampening fears of a collapse but exacerbating

without spilling a drop. Nevertheless, we were

were likely conjuring up visions of wildebeest

hydroelectric shortfalls in both Zimbabwe and

constantly reminded that hippos were the most

treading water into the waiting jaws of crocs. Just

Zambia. The Batoka Dam would serve as relief for

dangerous animals on the river.

before Grant went under I’m sure I heard him bray.

the ailing Kariba system on both fronts.
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Pre-trip Internet searches yielded the following

estimated at over $3 billion USD). While even on

gravity’s pull. The Zambezi exudes this potential

advice: get in Hippo’s boat. His 2,200-plus descents

a slow day African political drama can outpace

energy—a wet dream to paddlers and engineers

on the Zambezi as a raft guide ensure that he

anything in our western jurisdictions (imagine 40

alike. Ironically, the pace of life in the gorge de-

knows every eddy at all water levels—the lowest

years of Trump), it still remains unclear if, or when,

mands little in the way of generated power, either

levels being the most exciting. This mileage has

construction will begin. In the meantime, our three

for locals or us foreigners.

also earned him an encyclopedic knowledge of

raft loads on this three-day trip focus on a pair of

the local flora and fauna. He knows by call all

major rapids forming the horizon below us: upper

We camp two nights on giant sandbars—a bane

three species of the island-nesting, swallow-like

and lower Moemba, at Class V and VI respectively.

for porters who haul ice-laden coolers to and from

shorebirds known as pratincoles, and the exact

our two support boats that must be portaged

cliff area where the endangered Taita falcon

over the worst of the rapids. We have five rafts

nests. He’s familiar with the personality of every

in total and two kayaks to haul onto the beach. A

pool’s dominant croc (many attacks are apparently

When the guides announce an upcoming rapid,

fire is lit moments after landing, then out comes

not food-driven, but territorial in nature). Not only

I’ve taken to gazing around in appreciation of

the sweating cold beer, and somehow, even colder

is Hippo privy to these and other facts, but he’s

everything the trip has offered so far, and my

gin and tonics. The latter are known locally as

up to speed on the unfortunate and mysterious

life in general. Amy and I telepathically relay that

sundowners, colonial-era cocktails infused with

political machinations surrounding the Batoka.

one of us has to make it home to raise the kids

the quinine that’s reputed to ward off malaria. The

“Millions of signatures made little difference,” he

(no going in together like Doley and Grant). I

Southern Cross and other foreign constellations do

laments, all too familiar with Zimbabwe’s disrep-

concentrate on the gorge and its lush greenery

the trick for lighting, as does the campfire, over

utable record when it comes to rigged elections

announcing the onset of spring. Upcoming rains

which our safety kayaker, Artful, deftly cooks up

and corruption thanks to four decades of rule

will push the water levels up ten metres or more,

some steaks. It kind of feels like a beer commercial.

under strongman Robert Mugabe.

washing out the rapids and slowly deepening the

The group’s collective mojo is further fuelled by

gorge. But for now, the polished black rock walls

energetic singalongs led by Hippo. Some of the

guide us into Moemba.

boys, as he calls them, are innate songsters, their

“It’s in the hands of Zambia now,” says Hippo,
referring with one last sliver of optimism to the

voices filling the star-studded sky with tales of the

hope that the Zambian government, despite its

River rafting is as “flowy” as it gets—though the

riverine lifestyle. Lyrics variously translated from

energy shortfalls, might be wary of incurring more

term hasn’t quite made the lexicon of Zambezi

the languages of Chewa, Ndebele or Shona come

international debt (construction costs are currently

riverspeak. Bobbing down smoothly under

out as, “Boy, go and fetch me some water from
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The Zambezi River Authority estimates
that in a catastrophic failure, the
Kariba Dam’s water could wipe out 3.5
million hapless victims downstream.

the river, but be careful of the crocodiles” or “I’ll

ventures and a fellow concertgoer at the Zambezi

Dawn starts with birdsong and the shuffling of

go across the river to find work, and bring home a

riverside singalong. Along with partner Ashley

guides and porters. Over breakfast, McCutcheon

better life for my family.” Eventually those strewn

Scanlan, McCutcheon’s ROAM is the main opera-

offers his official take on the dam that could

about the fire nod off in their respective pairings,

tor on B.C.’s Chilko River, but the two have also

spell the end of the Zambezi as rafters know

among them Doley and Grant, earlier plucked

been running Zambezi trips for several years. All

it. “The loss of the Batoka Gorge will be tragic,

safely from the water by Hippo’s ample hands

twenty guests on this particular tour would agree

given its world-class whitewater and associat-

and since dried off—except for the gin. There

that Hippo is a cornerstone to the journey’s

ed tourism infrastructure,” he says, as we sit

are no bugs, no cares nor worries for any of us

success. McCutcheon and Scanlan would sponsor

overlooking a gorgeous emerald-green pool,

visitors, only the sound of the seemingly endless,

him in a heartbeat.

drinking coffee, then adds, “but it’s difficult for

bubbling current.

us to be judgemental.” Like the numerous NGOs
“It’d be incredible for our Canadian guides to

that lobbied against the dam, McCutcheon also

Not so for Hippo. For him it’s no beer commercial.

glean his experience,” adds McCutcheon. “And it

asserts that most rural energy needs can be

In as little as five years—the time estimated for

would help sell trips to Zimbabwe.”

met with solar power, but, he notes, the Batoka

the Batoka reservoir to fill and lap the foot of

would also generate much needed export reve-

Victoria Falls—he’ll officially be out of a job. It

Scanlan just finished bandaging a gaping flapper

nues for Zimbabwe. If so, McCutcheon is hopeful

was, however, a good 25-year run. After more

on someone’s toe and McCutcheon is dosing on

(but not optimistic) those monies will be spent

than 2,200 successful Zambezi guiding descents,

quinine. He’s figuring out how much to tip the

wisely rather than disappearing, yet again, into

the income flowing back to his family in Malawi

ever-increasing number of porters spilling in from

Mugabe’s pockets. In addition, renewables are in

will dry up. At best, he might secure a job as a

villages above. The river provides for all, and Zim-

vogue in a changing climate, contra the impactful

fishing guide or houseboat operator. More than

babweans have been vying for work ever since

coal and diesel power plants that still fuel mines

likely he’ll be displaced, but if he’s really lucky, it

Mugabe imploded the economy at the turn of the

and communities, respectively. “Hydroelectric is

could be to an area of his choice.

century. By 2015, the catastrophically devalued

the lesser of these evils,” he sums.

Zimbabwean dollar was finally demonetized—you
“He’s been turned down twice by Canadian

can get a $100 trillion note from hawkers at

Though it seems a no-brainer in a place like

Immigration when we tried to bring him over to

Vic Falls for a few bucks. Along with Hippo, our

sub-Saharan Africa, investment in solar doesn’t

work during our season,” says Brian McCutcheon,

ROAM hosts are the last to call it a night, sleep-

jive with the familiar political mandate of short-

co-owner of British Columbia-based ROAM ad-

ing under the stars.

term gain. It’s clear that Zimbabwe is no Germany,
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There’s something about the Zambezi beyond the
rafting experience—an energy you can literally feel
when immersed in the roiling waters.
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Rafting may be a tourist sport, but on the
Zambezi, it’s not for the faint of heart.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD The Class V Upper Moemba drop is one way to cool off. LEFT Doley and Grant’s latest swim partner. RIGHT TOP The Zambezi offers a balls-out wildlife bonanza. BOTTOM The river’s most
dangerous animal keeps a low profile.
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ABOVE A dance party breaks out at Camp 2. RIGHT The Zambezi provides for rafters, raft guides, fishermen, and raft guides who fish for rafters.

where a growing number of citizens drive electric

“eddy in” is crucial, but at least McCutcheon is

literally feel when immersed in the roiling waters,

cars and have solar panels on their roofs. Investment

on site to ensure Canadian safety protocols. “Just

a power that will potentially be harnessed and

in a green Zimbabwean economy will arrive exter-

don’t look over the edge,” he reminds us. We

distorted to suit our modern needs. For my part, I

nally, and that includes tourists. And of the millions

take the Jacuzzi-like plunge and nobody vomits.

no longer feel a part of this natural system—just
another outsider with a cell phone to charge. But

of visitors who flock annually to the Zambezi, most
Back on the river we get used to the various

just when I think this notion tough to handle,

boils and spill-overs. Some of us willingly jump

I glance at the front of the bus to where Hippo

This is the traditional name in local Chitonga for

out of the boat in a Class III rapid. It’s been

is staring off into space. His is the face of the

Victoria Falls, and it was clear on our arrival that

three fabulous days of rafting and camping from

Zambezi: noble, strong and imperiled.

it’s a major revenue stream for struggling Zimba-

the very foot of Victoria Falls to the take-out.

bwe. The riverside towns of Victoria Falls (Zim)

We lily-dip down the final stretch while Hippo

and Livingston (Zam) both flaunt international

keeps us entertained with African jokes and some

airports from which mini-buses whisk bucket-list-

not-so-funny details about the rafting school he

ers to the falls, circumventing various shanty

was about to start with several other guides—a

settlements en route, but making the obligatory

dream that will sadly go unfulfilled. Ironically,

stop at Niagara-esque gift shops. Drop for drop,

the take-out is at the proposed dam site, though

however, Niagara has nothing on this place. Vic

there’s little evidence to suggest anyone is doing

Falls truly is a marvel, more than twice as high

anything. Hippo points out some engineer’s offices

but with fewer guard rails. In fact, thrill-seekers can

and storage buildings, then gestures up to the

ponder African safety standards whilst bungee

top of the future spillway high above—still just

jumping over the gorge (where an Aussie girl

air at this point.

are seeking “The Smoke that Thunders.”

journalist Steve Ogle resumed his crusade against

famously survived a broken bungee, but not
before swimming several rapids) or taking a dip

There’s something about this river beyond the

in the infamous Devil’s Pool. More than one mom

rafting experience. The whole gorge is simply

has freaked out at a selfie of her only child in

alive. It’s not quite tranquil, but it is beautiful.

the water less than a metre from the brink of the

During the open-air bus ride back to Vic Falls,

falls. On a day trip to the falls on the Zambian

we dry out and discuss the impending loss of

side, remembering whether to “eddy out” or

something so powerful—an energy you can
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With this trip to Africa’s Zambezi River, Nelson, B.C.-based
ill-proposed mega-dams (he also contributed photos to
our "Keeping the Peace" feature in 2016). He assures us
that bumping and grinding your way down an endangered
river is best enjoyed in the company of an adventurous
spouse, in this case his wife Amy. After all, everything
went well until the elephant incident… //steveogle.ca
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Guilt TRIP
A ski crew marries research into
Greenland’s disappearing icecap with
big questions and first descents.
words :: Anthony Bonello
photos :: Bruno Long
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“It’s a good day for us and a bad day for the

As skiers, climbers and adventurers, we travel

the most productive of numerous outlet glaciers

Greenland ice sheet,” muses Dr. Alun Hubbard

to far-flung destinations, relying on planes,

draining Greenland’s prodigious ice cap. A hamlet

as he slides another column out of the ice corer

helicopters and Gore-Tex to peek a little farther

of only fifty or so souls, Tiniteqilaaq is small

we’ve just pulled up from the glacier.

around the next corner. All the while, the climate

enough to be dwarfed by many of the icebergs

that supports these adventures continues to

that float past it.

The metre-long column of compacted snow

change because of the collective human machine

bisected by a 22-centimetre layer of clear ice cer-

we’re part of. Do such trips have personal value?

While Alun could provide us a quantitative inter-

tainly doesn’t look foreboding. In fact, the column

Undoubtedly. Do they forge a closer connection

pretation of the landscape and its processes,

is quite beautiful, the layers revealing themselves

to nature and wild spaces? Yes. Is the ability

musher Tobias Ignatiussen offered a more an-

when backlit by the warm sun.

to travel this way privileged and self serving?

ecdotal account of the changes Greenland was

Also, yes. And while all of us might not frequent

experiencing. Leading us on a boat tour amidst

Standing outside in t-shirts far above the Arctic

the remoter parts of the planet, as a mountain

jostling icebergs, he recounted how he used to

Circle, it’s difficult to think that anyone or anything

community, how do we reconcile the undisputed

dogsled over the fjord’s once-more-solid ice to

could be having a bad day. To the west, the

impact our lifestyle has on the places that so in-

hunt. “Before, we couldn’t see the ocean because

great, white expanse of the Greenland ice sheet

spire us? Our hope on this trip was that we might

there was so much sea ice. Now, there are only

stretches for 500 kilometres like a desert mirage,

offset some of our own impact by contributing to

ten kilometres of it and it isn’t as strong.”

confusing the eye as to where it ends and the

a greater scientific, and personal, understanding

sky commences. Behind us to the east, the

of how much our planet is changing. For Alun’s

Interestingly, Tobias didn’t greatly lament the

hulking mass of Mont Forel, Greenland’s second

part, he was only too happy to let Salomon foot

changes seen in his lifetime, but was instead glad

highest peak, dominates the view. To the north

the bill for his plan to drill numerous ice cores

to be able to use his boat to fish and hunt for

and south, nunataks—singular, pyramidal peaks

near Mont Forel in a quest to determine the ex-

seals. Whether this was because fuelling a boat

piercing the ice sheet—resemble solitary sentries

tent of melting in the ice sheet’s upper elevations,

was a more efficient means of feeding his com-

standing guard against some impending threat.

the traditional zone of snow accumulation, and

munity than keeping a team of dogs, or because

That we might be that threat isn’t lost on us,

how much of that melt was being absorbed and

there was some wisdom in simply adapting to

despite our best intentions to bring awareness,

re-frozen in the firn—granular snow yet to be

the change, was unclear.

through a hybrid skiing and science expedition,

compressed into glacial ice—or otherwise running

to the rapid changes Greenland is experiencing.

off to contribute to global sea level rise.

The next day, on our return journey to Tassilaq,
we had our first visceral encounter with Greenland’s changing climate. After experiencing soft

The climate that supports adventures such as ours

but cold conditions outbound to Tiniteqilaaq, the

continues to change because of the collective human

gate heavy, wet slush and shallow meltwater lakes

machine we’re part of.

temperature spiked overnight, leaving us to navion the return. Among other issues, it signalled a
premature end to the season for the dogs, further
diminishing this traditional practice.

We’d collectively arrived from North America and

On the ground, we decided to begin our

Back in Tassilaq, we had chartered an Air Green-

Europe, via Iceland, to Tassilaq, an outpost of

education at the end of the glacial cycle with

land helicopter to fly our crew and ton of gear to

approximately 2,000 people on Greenland’s tor-

an overnight dogsled mission to iceberg-filled

the base of Mont Forel. Arriving at the hangar at

tuous east coast. Our Salomon TV crew of eight

Sermilik Fjord. Here we’d have a chance to

the appointed time, however, the pilot informed

included skiers Chris Rubens and Kalen Thorien,

engage with local Greenlanders before flying up

us he wouldn’t have enough fuel to reach Forel

basecamp manager Simon Thomson, doctor

onto the ice sheet, where we’d then be isolated

and make it back safely. He would, therefore,

and mountain guide Pierre Muller, photographer

for two weeks. With each of us perched atop our

have to drop us thirty kilometres and 1,000 ver-

Bruno Long, filmmakers Mike Douglas and myself,

own sled, pulled by teams of approximately ten

tical metres shy of our intended destination. Not

and glaciologist Alun Hubbard. Bringing a working

barking and shitting dogs driven by a motley

only would this compromise our goal of climbing

scientist along on a ski expedition was, in some

crew of local hunters and mushers, we climbed

and skiing Forel, but possibly prevent Alun from

ways, an attempt to justify the logistics and

out of Tassilaq, crossing over a high glacier

achieving any of his scientific aims. “The science

carbon footprint of an expedition to climb and ski

pass to the northwest before dropping down to

I have in mind requires we be in the accumulation

Mont Forel. But it was also a chance to learn and

Tiniteqilaaq on Sermilik Fjord. At the head of the

zone of the ice sheet where the glacier is grow-

see for ourselves some of the large-scale changes

fjord, the Helheim Glacier shunts 30 gigatonnes

ing, not lower down where the glacier is melting,”

that climate change was bringing to the planet.

of ice each year into the ocean, making it one of

he noted.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Greenland’s ice sheet is the second largest in the world after Antarctica. At 2,400 kilometres long and 1,100 kilometres wide, if its entire 2,850,000 cubic kilometres of ice melted, it would raise
global sea levels by 7.2 metres. LEFT Chris Rubens leads the charge up a couloir rising above the ice sheet. NEXT SPREAD Another first descent brings another chance to contemplate the vastness of Greenland.
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In an age of alternate truths, working to keep
the facts visible and not allowing climate
change to be pushed from public consciousness
might be the most valuable outcome of all.
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A professor of glaciology at both Aberystwyth

a week exploring the skiing possibilities as we

After numerous failed attempts to launch the

University in Wales, and Tromso University in

scratched down veins of thin snow atop blue

drone by hand and then with a slingshot fash-

Norway, Alun has over 100 published academic

ice, observing the distinct lack of coverage and

ioned from a bungee anchored in the snow, Chris

papers to his name, including eight bylines in the

continued warm temperatures that baked us and

executed a mobile launch in which he skied down

prestigious journal Nature. The multi-million-dollar

wilted the glaciers.

the glacier and threw the plane into the air at
speed. Though Chris ended up with a bloody

research projects he has managed have taken
him from Alaska to Patagonia, Greenland to

It was actually absurd how hot it was. We were

wound to his finger, the manoeuvre got the drone

Antarctica—not to mention working with Sir

ski touring in baselayers, and lounging at camp

airborne. Sadly, however, it never returned, lost,

David Attenborough on the BBC’s “Frozen Planet”

sans t-shirts. In the sun, Alun registered air

along with what might have been the trip’s one

series. Given such a résumé, Alun’s joining a

temperatures as high as 20˚C. April in the Arctic

and only feeble scientific take-home.

group of skiers making a film might have seemed

historically hovers around the freezing point and

unconventional in academic circles, but he was

we’d prepared accordingly, but what we got was

Meanwhile, as our scientific aspirations were

nevertheless game. Even if unconvinced that it

downright balmy. Whether an isolated heat wave

breaking apart, so was camp. We’d returned from

was the greatest of ideas, he at least felt it would

or yet another symptom of the rapidly changing

skiing one day to find a freshly opened crevasse

be fun and offer a unique opportunity to reach a

climate in Greenland and other parts of the Arctic,

in the vestibule of the tent I shared with Simon.

different audience with climate-science research.

we couldn’t tell. Alun, however, was more certain.

Approximately 20 cm wide, the hole ran lengthways under my Therm-a-Rest, forcing us to move

We are neither buoyed nor deflated by the harsh reality of
Alun’s discovery. For the time being, it’s welcome distraction
from the terrifying prospect of skiing Mont Forel.

the tent. Simon mused speculatively that the
glacier had “Probably moved a millimetre since
we got here.” Alun set the record straight by comparing a geodetic GPS reading—accurate to a few
centimetres—from when we first arrived to the
present and deemed the glacier to be marching
down the valley at a metre per day. That glaciers
move is a perfectly natural phenomenon, but

“I used to dream of a trip like this that mixes

“The weather we’ve experienced, to my mind, is

it’s well documented that many of Greenland’s

science with adventure,” said Alun, whose curiosity

exceptional,” he’d noted. “I’ve been coming to

outlet glaciers are now receding and ablating,

for the natural world was cut with dry, Welsh wit

Greenland for about 15 years to monitor melt,

this net loss of stored water contributing to rising

and irreverence for the establishment. “So, for me

but this is completely off the scale. And if these

sea levels. However troubling to our immediate

it works brilliantly. Now what I’ve got to do is try

temperatures continue, 2016 will be off the scale

safety, it was another tangible encounter with the

and seek some legitimacy with my colleagues.”

as well. We can’t keep breaking records like this

processes currently shaping our planet.

and expect the ice sheet and outlet glaciers to
In point of fact, it was for Alun yet another

sustain. They simply can’t survive such an on-

The following morning, we discovered that the

interesting tangent in a career that had included

slaught of warming.”

cook tent was suspended above a gigantic
crevasse large enough to fit our base camp tent

starting his own helicopter company—Arctic
Research Support & Exploration (ARSE being the

In an attempt to gather at least some data of value,

inside. Lowering myself inside the cavern to

purposely chosen acronym)—after tiring of Air

Alun assembled a drone to conduct an aerial

inspect it, the floor—or lack thereof—dropped

Greenland’s unreliable logistics support on earlier

survey of the surrounding glacier. A Styrofoam

away to a dark abyss. This made patently clear

projects. Thus, to say Alun had little patience for

hobby plane held together by packing tape with

the need to move to higher ground where tem-

the conundrum we suddenly found ourselves in

a point-and-shoot camera stuffed into the nose,

peratures would hopefully be colder and the ice

would be an understatement.

it certainly wasn’t the high-tech science we’d

more stable.

expected. Programmed to take a photo every
After being abandoned by Air Greenland at the

second, Alun would stitch the resulting images

Thus chastened, the next day we’d loaded as

convergence of the Fenris and Paris glaciers—a

together to form a large panorama that could be

much food and gear as possible into toboggans

particularly tumultuous mess of cracking ice

compared to a potential subsequent survey at

and began a burdened march up to Mont Forel.

within striking distance of Mont Forel—we set up

some future date. Since this hinged on either he

Bent at the hips, we each dragged 30–40-kilo-

a base camp amid a labyrinth of crevasses. As

or another similarly equipped party returning, it

gram loads upward into the katabatic winds de-

spectacular an area as it was dicey, giant granite

wasn’t quite the data he’d hoped to compile. But

scending off the Greenland ice sheet, the spindrift

monoliths rose from the glaciers, demarcating

it would make for a fleeting sense of achievement.

often so dense we couldn’t see each other. But

virgin couloirs. We made the most of it, spending

Or could have.

the sun prevailed, and after ten crushing hours of
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hauling, we crested the long glacial ramp skirting
the north flank of Forel and stepped into an otherworldly landscape. Setting up camp at 2,400
metres on the high-tide line where the ice sheet
lapped the foot of the mountain, we watched as
the sun, threatening to set for three hours, traced
a long arc across the horizon, shifting the colours
in the snow from dusky pastels to deep royal
blues. It was unlike anywhere any of us had ever
been. In our exhausted and euphoric state, it was
simply, and overwhelmingly, beautiful.

By our second ice-coring site the process is
flowing nicely. Chris and Simon drop an orange
drill bit into a 10-centimetre hole—now over
eight metres deep—and manually rotate it to bite
into the ice. When the column is raised up, Alun
makes note of the various layers, paying special
attention to the hard, clear, refrozen melt strata
he’d been looking for, before weighing 5–10
centimetres sections to sample and calculate the
density of the ice, which comes in at 900 grams
per litre. Alun explains that consolidated glacier
ice (the ancient, condensed blue stuff that cracks
off in icebergs) weighs approximately the same.
That a layer so dense exists at such shallow
depth is not a normal occurrence—and decidedly
not a good thing. The section is then passed to
Kalen and myself to be melted in sterile bags
and decanted into 100 millilitre sample bottles
for transport to various European laboratories
where geochemical analysis will determine when
these layers formed.
The dense, refrozen ice layer in question is
significant because it correlates with a similar
observation at our first drill site from a few days
previous. Together, these support Alun’s hypothesis
that high-elevation melt from the Greenland ice
sheet is forming thick, buried impermeable layers
on which subsequent melts run off, thereby
contributing to higher rates of sea level rise than
currently projected. That the Greenland ice sheet
is melting is not up for debate in the scientific
community. What is contested, however, is how
this melt might affect sea level rise, estimated by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

PREVIOUS SPREAD Ice cores drilled out of the glacier near Mont
Forel provide clues to the rate of warming and melt in Greenland’s
ice sheet. THIS SPREAD Climate change, like skiing in warm
conditions, is a race against time. NEXT SPREAD In Greenland,
everyone’s feeling the heat of climate change.
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April in the Arctic historically hovers around freezing,
but we were ski touring in baselayers, and lounging at
camp sans t-shirts in temperatures as high as 20˚C.
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in 2013 to be 0.7 mm per year. One widely

3,396-metre behemoth (which we measured as 36

currently preparing two academic papers from the

accepted school of thought holds that the Green-

metres higher than previously mapped).

expedition and has plans to return to Mont Forel
to investigate the spatial variability of melt on

land ice sheet acts as a large sponge, absorbing
most surface meltwater and thus preventing

While our expedition concludes successfully

the ice sheet. Other glaciologists who’ve picked

it from reaching the ocean. Alun’s hypothesis,

from a scientific standpoint, guilt lingers as the

up on the results are conducting further surveys

however, asserts that melt events from previous

issue of climate change continues to face us all.

to help better model the rate of sea level rise as

record warm summers are refreezing to form ice

A rock sample Alun carries back to Europe for

it relates to the Greenland ice sheet.

layers, or “pavements” in the upper layers of the

photolight testing reveals that after thousands

accumulation zone, compromising the ice sheet’s

of years buried within the ice sheet, the nunatak

As for ourselves, did the trip change any of our

overall ability to absorb melt. As melt percolates

they climbed had only broken the surface within

perspectives? Not a great deal. That climate

down through layers of firn snow, it hits these

the last 30 years, further firsthand proof of the

change is a reality wasn’t in question before we

impermeable pavements and runs off towards the

rapid changes to Greenland’s icecap. To put these

arrived in Greenland, and hopefully it’s not news

ocean, thus contributing to a faster than predicted

observations into an even broader context, as

to you, either. However, witnessing such vivid

rise in global sea levels.

Alun predicted, the heatwave we experienced

exemplars and evidence of climate change, and

went on to be part of the warmest summer on

weighing these against Alun’s findings, the expe-

Alun’s discovery is indeed a bad day for the planet,

record with runoff estimated to have contributed

rience brought into sharp focus that our global

but our intrepid scientist likes finding what he’s

1.1 mm to global sea level rise. According to

climate is, in fact, changing faster than previously

looking for. Like the rest of us, he enjoys being

NASA, “Each of the first six months of 2016 set a

understood. So, the question is what to do with

right. “I should be able to write a paper with

record as the warmest respective month globally

this newfound insight? There’s plenty we can

this result, so my colleagues won’t laugh at me

in the modern temperature record, which dates

apply on the personal front and no doubt each

for choosing to come out here with you lot,” he

to 1880.” Temperature records also accompanied

of us has changed our own carbon behaviours

chuckles.

record low levels for Arctic sea ice extent: winter

for the better. But in an age of alternate truths,

2016-17 would show the lowest maximum sea ice

working to keep the facts visible and not allowing

coverage in 38 years of satellite tracking.

the issue to be pushed from public consciousness

We are neither buoyed nor deflated by the harsh

and off the global agenda might be the most

reality this represents. For the time being, drilling
is welcome distraction from the terrifying prospect

Based on laboratory-derived oxygen isotope data,

of skiing Mont Forel.

Alun was able to conclude that our main ice layer

valuable outcome of all.

formed in 2012, the warmest summer on record

Does this make us any less guilty? Hard to say. But

to that point. Other thick ice lenses found at

you were always going to be the judge of that.

depths of 9.60 m and 12.4 m, respectively, were
Following some reconnaissance, it becomes clear

confirmed as having formed in 2010 and 2007,

Watch Guilt Trip on Salomon TV // youtube.com/

that skiing Forel isn’t an option. A gargantuan serac

two other anomalously hot Greenland summers.

watch?v=pbtgNVykEpg

holds the most obvious ski line hostage while the

Further testing on particulate matter from the

west ridge is a broken pile of rocks capped by a

surface of the ice sheet revealed a decadal

shimmering dome of blue ice. Instead, we decide

reduction in albedo (reflectivity). In this scenario,

to leave the skis behind and alpine climb the

the ice sheet surface effectively darkens due to

west ridge. Alun is also hoping we can accurately

increased melt that concentrates in-situ dust and

measure Forel’s height by geodetic GPS and submit

ever more carbon in the form of deposited soot

the result to the Danish Geographic Society for

(think of the blackening of city snowbanks at the

use as a data point to track accumulation on the

end of winter). The presence of such nutrients

summit glacier in the future.

also enhances the growth of ice-surface algae,
which enjoys a feeding frenzy each summer to

While Chris, Kalen, Simon, Pierre and myself

create a very potent positive feedback loop—dark

Australia-born Whistler resident Anthony Bonello brings a

make an ultimately successful attempt on Forel,

surfaces absorb more radiation and hence amplify

honed style of storytelling that transports viewers beyond

Alun, Bruno and Mike set their sights on the first

melt, which further drives the cycle. Coupled

the mere geography of a place. Founder of b4apres Media,

ascent of a 20-metre-high nunatak just visible

with the ice sheet’s now-compromised ability to

his independent documentaries have won numerous

from camp. What seemed a short jaunt when they

absorb melt, recent estimates for rate of sea level

awards internationally. In 2013 he joined Switchback

set out turns into a 40-km round trip towards

rise of around 0.8 mm per year are much too low,

Entertainment as a cinematographer, producer, editor,

the centre of the ice cap, ensuring it takes

with Greenland now by far the greatest cryospheric

and director. // anthonybonello.com

longer to summit their pimple of a peak than our

contributor to the world’s rising oceans. Alun is

LEFT TOP Though traditional ways of life are threatened by shorter springs and less ice to travel on, for now it still continues. BOTTOM Climate change is probably doing a better job of warming up the water for these
guys than the dude on the left.
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FIFTH

In which a traditionally oceanic culture
appears to be thriving in an unheralded
and challenging freshwater environment.
words :: Colin Field

COAST

Thunder Bay
Lake Superior

Sault Ste. Marie

Georgian
Bay
Lake
Huron

Collingwood
Toronto

Milwaukee

Lake
Michigan

Buffalo

Detroit

Lake Erie

Chicago
Cleveland
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Great Lakes surfing delivers a range of challenges—and skylines. MIKE KILLION PHOTO. ABOVE Josh Madryga drives a February wave into the Georgian Bay shoreline near Collingwood,
Ontario. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

On December 15, 2016, Larry Cavero runs out

next break. To his right, the escarpment rises

some 17,000 kilometres of shoreline containing

of the spray-flecked waters of Lake Huron just

250 metres straight up, its slopes striped white

21 per cent of the world’s freshwater by volume

north of Collingwood, Ontario, and bolts for his

by Ontario’s largest concentration of ski areas,

and an average 5,700 cubic metres of precipitation

car. He exchanges a few quick words with his

each of them blowing plumes of manmade snow

falling somewhere on their surface every second.

buddies, then jumps in his vehicle. They’ve been

into the –10˚C air in a bid to accommodate the

Stretching 1,200 kilometres from the western tip

surfing a rocky break of limestone tumbled from

hordes of Torontonians who will flock here during

of Lake Superior, straddling the border of Northern

the nearby Niagara Escarpment; the rock shelves,

the upcoming Christmas holidays. Outside his car

Ontario and the American Midwest, to the eastern

constellated with Ordovician fossils, drop off in

again, the icicles dangling from Cavero’s goatee

shore of Lake Ontario in upper New York state,

such a way here that a consistent northwest wind

clack together in the bitter wind off the water, the

the lakes span two time zones. Each water body

kicks up an easily accessible wave. But the wind

only salt in the air the curse words exchanged to

has its own unique characteristics: the shores of

has shifted, so now they’ll move east a couple of

describe the cold.

Superior are rugged and uninhabited, inspiring

kilometres. Such adjustments are standard fare
in the lives of surfers the world over, but that’s

many of Group of Seven painter Lawren Harris’
This is Great Lakes surfing.

where the similarity ends.

iconic works; the human population increases
around Huron, but its northern shore remains

For each person you tell about the Great Lakes

wild and undeveloped; Michigan, the only lake

Cavero’s toes are frozen, so he grabs a thermos

surf scene, there will be a thousand who don’t

completely contained within the U.S., has 12

and pours the remainder of his tea into his

believe you. But a quick geography lesson shows

million people crowding it in cities like Chicago

neoprene booties for a fleeting moment of relief.

why these lakes are surfable: they’re enormous.

and Milwaukee; as the water flows on into Erie

He blasts his car through a snowbank at the edge

Often described as inland seas, Lakes Superior,

and Ontario, the population density increases,

of the parking lot and heads down shore, passing

Huron, Michigan, Erie and Ontario represent the

with both encircled by industrial, agricultural and

liquor and convenience stores en route to the

largest group of freshwater lakes on Earth, with

urban development.
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Cavero’s toes are frozen, so he grabs a thermos and pours the remainder
of his tea into his neoprene booties for a fleeting moment of relief.

The reason so many photos of ice beards like

a navy life raft—balsa wood covered with heavy

Cavero’s fill outdoor social media feeds is that

canvas—for $15. We stripped the covering off one

cold temperatures are on the surfer’s side as well.

and cut two surfboards from the wood. They were
just over ten feet long. Not the best-looking crea-

“Air and water temperature also influence wave

tures, but they worked. I took mine to Waikiki,

size; the colder the temps, the larger the waves,”

and eventually learned to surf quite well there.

adds Lennert. “The best season in Toronto tends

I promised my wife Dotty that I’d sell the board.

to be late fall into spring when water temperatures

But I didn’t. I brought it back to Grand Haven

are close to zero and air temperatures are on the

when we set up our dental practice. That would

minus side. We don’t need a lot of wind when it

have been fall 1955, and that’s when I began

gets that cold—a 15-kilometre-per-hour breeze will

surfing Lake Michigan.”

generate metre-high waves. And conditions are
cleaner when winds aren’t that strong.”

But having a de facto Hawaiian surf link didn’t
mean things were going to go as easy on the

The surf spots themselves vary widely—from

rough-and-rugged Great Lakes.

beach breaks to shore breaks to point breaks and

Where surfing is concerned, the lakes benefit
from size, orientation and a mid-continental position that sees them raked by strong weather.
Unlike ocean surfing where the waves you ride—
the swell—might be caused by weather thousands of kilometres distant, on the lakes you’re
essentially surfing in the belly of the beast.
“Waves form as a result of strong, low-pressure
systems moving through the area,” says Antonio
Lennert, co-founder of Toronto’s Surf the Greats,
a surf shop that also offers forecasting seminars and surf lessons. “Associated winds cause
friction against the water. Strong winds blowing
consistently from the same direction, moving
water in one direction, create ripples that join
one another as waves. The farther they travel, the
bigger the waves. But low pressure also brings
bad weather—that’s why it’s usually snowing or
raining when we’re out there.”

even reef breaks (while coral reefs don’t exist, other

“I remember my first time. I was quite excited—

bathymetric features stand in as reef-likes structures).

the waves looked good. They weren’t ocean

Locations are as varied as the lakes themselves.

waves, but I thought they were doable so I gave

Some are public, others require trespassing to ac-

it a try. I wasn’t quick enough at first to get up,

cess. Some have beautiful backdrops of windswept

but I finally learned the technique. Local kids fol-

pines and the granitic Canadian Shield, others are

lowed in my footsteps—the Beatons, the Whites,

back-dropped by the steel arches of bridges and

Rusty Graham—they became the better surfers.

industrial infrastructure. Water can be the idyllic

But I kept it up into my sixties. Until I wasn’t

aquamarine of Lake Superior or the chocolate-milk

quick enough to get up anymore. I still have a

brown of mud-bottomed Lake Erie. To function,

surfboard, but I gave my old balsa wood board

each break requires that weather conditions be

to the local museum.”

“just so,” and unlike long-frequency ocean swells,
such conditions usually last only a matter of

While Seibold is naïve to what Great Lakes surfing

hours, making for all-the-more-precious sessions

has become, he’s excited to learn about modern-day

and high-grading local knowledge.

exploits. “Isn’t that something?” he says of the now
estimated 2,000–3,000 Great Lakes surfers. “I think

The closest thing to a definitive history of Great

that’s just wonderful.”

Lakes surfing is Surfing the Great Lakesby P.L.
Strass. Published in 2000, the book lists an

In those pre-Internet days, surf scenes developed

unknown American infantryman who returned

independently throughout the Great Lakes. As the

to Michigan from Hawaii as a pioneer surfer of

Grand Haven scene grew, another group sparked

Lake Michigan. More than likely, that infantryman

in Cheboygan, Michigan. Then Cleveland. The

was Dr. David H. Seibold of Grand Haven. Many

Wyldewood Surf Club was formed in 1965 out of

consider him first to surf the Great Lakes.

Port Colbourne, Ontario, on the north shore of
Lake Erie, and from its beginnings, was an inter-

“After graduating dental school, I worked for a

national club with both Canadian and American

year at a clinic in Hawaii that took care of indigent

charters. Member “Grumpy Bob” Sobering, who

kids,” recalls the 90-year-old from his Grand

first surfed in 1970 then picked it up again in the

Haven home. “My buddy in the navy wanted to

’90s, recalls the old days fondly. “We used to

take up surfing. At that time, you could pick up

phone Environment Canada’s weather information
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line out of the Hamilton airport,” he relates.
“It was a buck a minute, but you’d have to sit
through three minutes of it to get to the marine
weather report. ‘The buoy reading from Port
Colbourne; 3 feet at 4 seconds, the wind at 18
miles an hour out of the southwest.’ Then you’d
go, woohoo—there’s waves on Lake Erie!”
Surf forecasting wasn’t the only thing different
back then.
“In the ’90s, we were surfing in 3-millimetre
wetsuits and thought we were kings. Now, you
can buy a 6-ml wetsuit with merino wool lining
and stay in the water 3–4 hours. Why should an
old guy like me be grumpy about that? Because
we worked our asses off trying to figure it all out
and now kids can just drop their gold card down
on the counter and be out there in the lineup. It’s
getting crowded and it’s gonna just keep getting
bigger and bigger, the surfers more and more
entitled, the established spots less and less accessible. Parking is going to be the biggest issue.
Right now, surfing the lakes is on a popularity
peak, but half the people there are only doing it
because it’s a fad.”
Indeed, the Great Lakes surf scene is thriving, with more websites than ever, surf shops,
competitions and beach clean-up events. As with
anywhere surfing takes root, localism is also
rearing its ugly head, as those who’ve surfed on
their own for 20 years suddenly find themselves
having to share waves. But now, there’s even a
magazine to chronicle these growing pains—Great
Lakes Surfer’s Journal, launched out of land-locked

Ann Arbor, Michigan in 2017.
“Anytime we had good swells, we’d try to get
our photos into Surfer Magazine or wherever, but
they’d snub us,” says editor Brian Tanis. “I started
the magazine because there was just so much
going on that was never covered in mainstream
surf publications. We needed a little voice of our
own. It’s such a big community. Now, doing the
mag I realize how big the scene actually is. It’s
growing fast—faster in Canada.”

THIS SPREAD With Great Lakes surfing, the biggest accomplishment
is often just getting in the water. MIKE KILLION PHOTO. NEXT
SPREAD The many faces of Great Lakes surfing—lonely, brave,
stoked, stoic. MIKE KILLION PHOTOS, UPPER RIGHT GERRY
KAISER PHOTO.
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“People see pictures of days when it’s windy and
cold, people bundled up, and they say, ‘you guys are
crazy to do that!’ But I think we’d be crazy not to.”
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“Anytime we had good swells, we’d try to get our
photos in surf magazines, but they’d snub us.”
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If there is any deterrent beyond temperature to
surfing the Great Lakes, it’s water quality. With 22
cities boasting populations over 100,000 ringing
their shores, pollution is a huge issue. Between
industrial waste, agricultural runoff, sewage,
algae blooms, fluctuating water levels (due to climate change and dams) and invasive species like
common carp, zebra mussel, and the now-ubiquitous Phragmites reed, ecosystems around the
Great Lakes are stressed. Even plastic pollution,
typically associated with the world’s oceans, is a
problem here, recently measured at more than six
million bits per square kilometre. Back in 1969,
because of industrial runoff, Ohio’s Cuyahoga
River infamously caught fire where it enters Lake
Erie. President Richard Nixon signed the U.S.
Clean Water Act in 1972 that kick-started the
lakes’ cleanup, and the Obama administration recently committed $300 million a year to the Great
Lakes Restoration Initiative (Trump’s recent budget
would completely cut the program). On the Canadian side, governments, NGOs and individuals are
all contributing to restoration and protection of
the Great Lakes, including federal-provincial initiatives such as the Canada-Ontario Agreement on
Great Lakes Water Quality and Ecosystem Health.
The 2012 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
between Canada and the U.S. aims to restore
water quality and ecosystem health.
“There’s been a lot of improvement in sewage
treatment and wastewater management in the
last 30 years,” says Krystyn Tully, vice-president
of Lake Ontario Waterkeeper, a charity working
for swimmable, drinkable, fishable water. “But it’s
hard to say whether the lakes are overall getting
better or worse because we have a growing
population and climate change, so as we make
progress in some areas, we get other issues
thrown at us.”
Escherichia colioutbreaks are common around the

lakes. A result of sewage overflow or runoff from
livestock operations, E. colibacteria can cause
everything from gastroenteritis and urinary tract
infections, to neonatal meningitis, hemorrhagic
colitis and other illnesses.

THIS SPREAD TJ Atwood at Bluffer’s Park, Toronto, Ontario, November
2015. MICHAEL HILL PHOTO. NEXT SPREAD Like the ubiquitous
herring gull, surfers can now be found on all of the Great Lakes.
MIKE KILLION PHOTO.
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Between industrial waste, agricultural runoff, sewage,
invasive species, and fluctuating water levels due to climate
change and dams, Great Lakes ecosystems are stressed.
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Josh Madryga busting lips on Georgian Bay, Ontario, October 2016. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
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“Lake Ontario is definitely hard hit,” says Tully.

you should write off an entire lake. Water quality

history and lore. In return, surfing, she avers, has

“It’s last in terms of water flow, so everything in

is like weather in that it changes every day. Take

given her more than she could have imagined.

the other Great Lakes eventually passes into On-

the time to become informed about what those

tario. And it’s first to get ballast water discharge

changes are, just the same way you’d check tem-

“It has changed my life in every aspect,” she

and other pollution when ships come [down the

perature or rainfall when heading out.”

says. “Everyone goes through things when they’re

St. Lawrence Seaway] from the Atlantic Ocean.

younger right? High school is tough, kids are

So, it’s the most stressed. But Lake Erie is the

tough, there’s bullying and girls can be mean.

shallowest, and often flagged for being as bad

Had I been able to surf growing up, I don’t even

as Lake Ontario because of the algae pollution it

On June 7, 2011, Helene Alegre drove to Providence

know what my life would look like today. I don’t

experiences from agricultural runoff.”

Bay, the one place she believed there might

regret anything, but since then, it’s like a big

be decent surf on Manitoulin Island. Lodged

piece that was missing is no longer missing. It

between the North Channel of Lake Huron and

has completely changed the way I feel about the

Georgian Bay, Manitoulin is a two-hour drive

world, about myself.”

On bathymetric maps, she
searched for elevation changes
that would make surfable waves.

south from her Sudbury home, and took her
through towns most only pass on a cross-Canada
road trip. Much like Doc Seibold 56 years before,

She watched forecasts and pre-

she rolled up to the bay wondering if surfing was

vailing winds, and began exploring

what lay beyond the sandy beach, it was exactly

the Manitoulin shoreline.

even possible. But when she finally set eyes on
what she’d been hoping for.
“I saw the white surf line and freaked out. My

Algal blooms in Lake Erie include the presence of

surfboard was in Tofino, but my dad had an old

cyanobacteria. Colloquially known as blue-green

windsurfing board, so I’d brought that. It had the

algae, some produce powerful neurotoxins known

centre dagger slot, and I’d sprayed foam into it

as microcystins that can kill wildlife and humans

and just sort of shaved it down. It was so ghetto,”

if ingested. One such bloom shut down the

she recalls, “but I hit the water running. The nose

Toledo water supply in 2015. “Algal blooms are

was wobbly, and it wasn’t good at going straight,

something anyone who spends time in the water

but I didn’t care. I surfed all day long. I was so

should be able to recognize,” warns Tully. “They

excited—no one had surfed there before!”

look like an oil slick, so if you see one, your
spidey senses should go off.”

Alegre became addicted to surfing three years
earlier on a trip to Tofino. “I spent two weeks

Governmental agencies and organizations like

basically camping on the beach. I was totally

Waterkeeper keep a close eye on water quality

hooked. Then when I came home, I didn’t know

in certain areas, but can’t monitor every location

you could surf the lakes, so I started doing trips

around the lakes.

everywhere else whenever I could.”

“The surfing community has been helping us to

For the next couple of years, she lived on a diet

collect water samples and monitor recreational ar-

of macaroni and rice so she could afford surf trips

eas,” says Tully, “sharing information of what they

to Mexico and the Dominican Republic. Then she

see on the water, which is great because they

remembered Manitoulin. “My dad had a fishing

tend to go into more isolated and less traditional

boat there and there were days when the waves

areas than those swimmers and beachgoers use.

were so bad none of the boats could go out. And

They’re also advocating for cleaner water, and it’s

I thought, I wonder if you could surf those waves?”

As the Great Lakes surf scene continues to grow
around such personal watersheds, the unique photos flooding newsfeeds will follow; surfers climbing
snowbanks, surfers with icicles on their eyelashes,
surfers waxing up in –20˚C. But the lure is in the
challenge, and the future of surfing on these inland
seas is as big as the lakes themselves.
“People see pictures of days when it’s windy and
cold, people bundled up, and they say, ‘you guys
are crazy to do that!’ But I think we’d be crazy not
to,” says Alegre. “You have this amazing chance
to do something that you’re so passionate about
that not a lot of people do. Let’s face it, we’re not
all born in Hawaii, so it’s up to us to make what
we want out of what we have. I have the opportunity to do my favourite activity on one of our
biggest freshwater lakes. So, why wouldn’t I?”
Why not indeed. For hardcores like Alegre and
Larry Cavero, a Peruvian-born surfer who lived in
Toronto for 17 years before realizing he could
actually surf the Great Lakes, any day on the
water is a good one—frozen toes and all.

really important to have extra voices explaining
why it’s important to protect the Great Lakes.”

On bathymetric maps of the area she searched for
elevation changes that would make surfable waves.

With these facts in hand, shouldn’t people be

She watched forecasts and prevailing winds, and

Colin Field is an outdoor photographer and writer based

scared to surf the lakes? Not really. As Tully is

began exploring the Manitoulin shoreline. The spot

in the tiny town of Clarksburg, Ontario. Minutes from

quick to point out, she swims in Lake Ontario

in Providence Bay seemed most likely to work, and

one of the best breaks on Georgian Bay, if it's firing he'll

herself. “The message is that there are amazing

it did. Since that day, Alegre has pioneered many

be out there—getting frostbite on his shutter finger. //

places to swim and paddle and surf on the Great

more breaks around the island, becoming a staple

colinfield.com

Lakes. Concern over specific places doesn’t mean

of the Manitoulin surf scene and a part of its growing
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Adventure collides with
tourism on a high-alpine
bike ride through the Andes.
words Steve Storey :: photos Justa Jeskova

High in an isolated corner of the Peruvian Andes,
we stood slack-jawed atop a plateau amidst a
throng of people dressed like they’d just stepped
off a tour bus. That was because they had just
stepped off a tour bus. Though our surroundings
were breathtakingly beautiful, the sheer number
of humans sharing the experience both shocked
and subtracted from its charm. Below us, hundreds
hiked upwards in our direction. It was a stark
contrast to the previous four days of alpine
travel in which we’d only seen a couple of native
Quechua herders, a few thousand alpacas, and a
random dog that followed us for three of those.
We shouldn’t have been surprised.
The Rainbow Mountains of Peru—Vinicunca for
“seven colour mountains” to the Quechua—have
hit viral status. Created over thousands of years
as sediment layers laced with different mineral
deposits that were turned on their sides by
tectonics, uplifted, and exposed to atmospheric
chemistry, they’ve been tagged as one of National
Geographic’s 100 must-see places on the planet.
With social media now the source of many people’s travel and adventure inspiration, it’s to be
expected that formerly hard-to-reach places will
become busier. But what does it mean?

Somewhere over the rainbow. The selfie heaven of Peru’s Vinicunca.
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CUSCO

A few short years ago we would have been hard

hiring a pair of local Quechua horsemen to help

Our first 12 hours on the trail were an eerily

pressed to find anyone here. And we can thank

carry gear. We would be moving slowly, shooting

accurate indication of the days and nights to

climate change for the current situation: only

various lines and trails along the way while the

come. An afternoon storm moved in to drop a

recently did the ice encasing these mountains

horsemen headed directly to each next camp.

fresh blanket of snow, then, as fast as it had

melt away enough to reveal their multi-coloured

Born and raised in Tinki where our journey would

arrived, cleared off again to reveal an even more

stripes. And what once required a lung-bursting

begin, the father-son duo represented a pastoral

beautiful Ausangate, this time backlit by a setting

six-day trek to see, has been shortened—through

society that had existed almost unchanged for

sun. Temperatures plummeted with the blackness

recent construction of a road—to a four-hour

hundreds of years. With receding glaciers and

of night, in which was unveiled a canopy of stars

walk from a parking lot. Vinicunca can now be

new roads into the area, however, this historical

unlike anything we’d ever witnessed.

checked off the bucket list in a day tour from

existence was now under threat.

Cusco, Peru’s tourism hub. Has humankind’s
constant drive to find an easier way to everything

At 4,200 metres, Tinki sat at the lowest point of

stripped the adventure from such places? Are we

the trip. Looking to make our first day a short

in so much of a rush to see things that we don’t

one in order to have maximum time acclimating

actually experience the most memorable parts of

at elevation, we didn’t depart until midday, our

a trip? We’d soon find out.

lungs grateful for those few extra hours. After
loading the horses with food and supplies,

Like many others, Justa Jeskova, Michael Sousa,

we pedalled up toward Ausangate. Ominously,

and myself discovered Vinicunca on social media.

lightning from an early winter storm lit up the

Their vibrant colours and other-worldly appearance

foothills around us; we were pushing our luck

called to us so strongly that we hastily convened

starting so late in the season.

The Quechua were men of few
words, but when they saw their first
bike descent—us descending a steep
boulder-strewn bowl to camp—they
offered a round of applause.

a plan to film an attempt to reach them via
mountain bike over the undulating high-alpine of

After an hour of climbing, the clouds parted

Each day became more physically demanding.

the Andes. Justa’s research turned up ancient Inca

to yield brief glimpses of mighty Ausangate,

As the difficulty grew, so did the wear on our

trekking routes, allowing her to map out a course

thrusting sharply from the earth to over 6,000

bodies. Faces succumbed to sun, wind, and biting

around southern Peru’s highest peak, Ausangate,

metres, adorned in thick, craggy glaciers. Having

rain. With lips chapping and noses peeling, we

with an out-and-back option to Vinicunca from

spent the majority of my life in Whistler, British

began to bear the look of our harsh surroundings.

the last camp.

Columbia, where mountains and glaciers are

We gasped for air with each pedal stroke, and

commonplace, Ausangate nevertheless instilled a

hike-a-bike’s felt like death marches. But we were

It would be an ambitious journey of 90 kilometres

new level of jaw-dropping intensity—so massive

rewarded two-fold for any discomforts: every

over eight days, requiring the crossing of seven

and imposing it was as though I’d never seen

climb was followed by a high-speed descent

passes between 4,750–5,250 metres. We’d

mountains before. At that moment, I knew the

through a vast alpine bowl. Ridges and rollers of

originally planned for an unsupported trip, but

trip would be a life-changing experience. And by

perfect red volcanic dirt stretched ahead like a

after calculating how much food and shelter we’d

the expressions on Justa and Mike’s faces, I knew

massive playground in which we could freeride

need to carry on top of camera gear, that seemed

they felt the same—though they might have just

where we pleased. If there was a mountain bike

unrealistic. With the first blasts of winter already

been trying to catch their breath.

version of skiing powder, this was it.

dusting the high country, we played it safe,

LEFT, TOP TO BOTTOM Steve Storey and Michael Sousa escaping another Andes storm; Alpacas rule the Ausangate landscape; Waking to a crisp morning and the longest day on bikes yet—the out-and-back to
the Rainbow Mountains. NEXT SPREAD Storey and Sousa ride out of camp after a storm passes through.
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Our faces swelled and our heads hurt.
Chapped lips and peeling noses channelled
the look of our harsh surroundings as we
gasped for air with each pedal stroke.
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It didn’t hurt that the alpacas had created
singletrack as fun as anything we’d ridden
anywhere in the world.
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LEFT The author takes advantage of a sweet downhill with Ausangate in the background. ABOVE Storey and Sousa find a way to beat the Rainbow Mountains' crowds. NEXT SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT
A Quechua family living at 4,400m; Arfo, the three-day friend who was at our tent door each morning; A child in Pacchanta, a small community at 4,300m; A Quechua woman weaves her own textile rainbows.

Where do
the colours
come from?
Vinicunca, or the Rainbow Mountains,
are located about 80 kilometres
southeast of Cusco near Ausangate
(6,348m), Peru’s fourth-highest mountain. Part of the Andes range formed
24 million years ago by subduction
of the Nazca plate beneath the South
American plate, Vinicunca is situated
in the subrange known as Cordillera
Vilcanota (house of the sun). The
rainbow colouration in the stratigraphic
layers is due to the different environments and mineralogy of each layer
that prevailed when the sediment was
originally deposited, the conditions
under which it was altered into rock,
and subsequent weathering. Red colouration often indicates iron oxide as
a trace mineral; goethite or oxidized limonite will introduce brownish colouration to sandstones; the bright yellow
bands could be due to iron sulphide as
trace minerals; and the varying shades
of green depend on chlorite in different
states and concentrations. —L.A.

Other effects of the altitude were less benign: our

At one camp, a herder’s dog had decided to

faces swelled and our heads hurt. We all took

curl up next to our tent. When we awoke in the

turns feeling awful. Sleep didn’t feel restful, with

morning and zipped open the fly he happily

constant headaches and dizziness. It seemed

joined us inside. We assumed he would have

at its worst when times necessitated sure-foot-

the indifferent mentality of a working dog, but

edness. But Mike suffered the most, his health

he was incredibly friendly and affectionate. He

worsening each day to the point that it almost

subsequently followed us for three days, lazily

ended his time on the trail; he’d completely lost

making his way across multiple passes. Having

his appetite and spent most non-travelling time

spent a good chunk of our trek with him, we

in his tent. Before it got dangerous, however, he

decided to nickname him Arfo. Unfortunately, Arfo

pulled through, continuing on after spreading his

soon swapped us for new friends who traded for

gear among us and the horsemen.

his loyalty with treats.

The region’s Quechua herders, of course, were

Our horse packers were men of few words. They

inured to altitude and amused by our trials. A rare

took great pride in their animals and work, and a

group living in one of the few remaining pastoral

lifetime living at altitude had delivered the ability

societies in the world, their lives have changed

to survive in the thinner oxygen levels. The elder

little over hundreds of years. Clothing, food and

proudly wore colourful, hand-woven hats while

fuel in the form of dung were all sourced from the

his son dressed much more modernly, a sign of

herds of alpacas they still relied on. Their shelters

the region’s changing times. Since they moved

blended into the landscape. Built of rock and soil,

ahead of us so quickly, they didn’t witness any of

we passed many without realizing they were even

our descents over the first few days and we could

there. For the Quechua, life was lived outside and

tell they were wondering what the hell we were

shelters were solely for storage and sleep.

up to with our bikes. When they saw their first
descent—us navigating our way down a steep,

While essentially serving the same purpose, our

boulder-strewn bowl to camp—they seemed im-

camps stood out much more, often set near a

pressed and offered up a round of applause.

stream or lake, or just far enough back from
the base of a glacier to remain safe from the

As sublime as the riding was, our most mem-

constantly tumbling debris. It was a simple set

orable moment was meeting a young Quechua

up—two sleeping tents and a dining shelter to

girl in the middle of nowhere. We’d ascended

keep our food from blowing away. While our

a 5,000-metre pass and had just barely begun

camp set-up was nothing special, our backyard

rolling downhill on the other side when we came

view was always the stuff of dreams.

across her. With the nearest village several kilo-
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metres below, finding a child completely alone

After having spent four days mostly alone in

had created singletrack as fun as anything we’d

on the side of a cold and desolate mountain was

some of Peru’s most beautiful high country, it

ridden anywhere in the world.

surprising to say the least. But she sported an

could have been anticlimactic to arrive to such

adorable smile and big, sparkling eyes. Convers-

a crowded scene. But we had our bikes as a

A final day saw us through all the beauty that

ing in Spanish, a second language for both of us,

means of escape. We found an area away from

Ausangate could muster. We were also overcome

I discovered she was out of school for the day

the crowds to freeride some ridgelines. Each hike

by the strongest mountain storm any of us had

and had climbed up the mountainside to play—in

back to the top was a contemplation of the tiring

ever experienced. Summer turned to winter within

flip-flops no less—demonstrating the hardiness

journey required to get here. While a big effort

minutes. Drenched and pelted with hail, we

of the Quechua. Meanwhile, we continued to

to reach Vinicunca didn’t necessarily mean our ex-

nevertheless enjoyed the drastic turn. In the final

struggle for breath.

perience was any better than someone who took

few kilometres, we escaped the storm, riding into

the new, well-trodden shortcut, it had certainly

the village of Pachanta under a sunset golden

With three gruelling days behind us, we reached

allowed more time to appreciate where we were,

enough to warm our chilled bodies. Greeted by

our last camp before the out-and-back to Vinicun-

as well as the highs and lows of alpine travel. We

the local children with hugs and high fives, we

ca. Along the way, we’d rushed through incredible

all agreed, however, that even we’d been in too

watched as they rode our bikes in endless circles,

terrain past stunning vistas in order to stay on

much of a rush; in our haste to reach Vinicunca,

providing a soundtrack of laughter while we cele-

schedule, the excitement of making it to our goal

we hadn’t truly absorbed the spectacular scenery.

brated with our first beers in nine days.

lingering in the landscape. Because the following

With the beauty of Vinicunca and joy of accom-

Our feet and hands had been perpetually cold

day would be our biggest—a 20-kilometre round-

plishing our biking goal etched on our brains,

and wet, our skin burnt and cracked, our heads

trip with three passes over 5,000 metres—we

we began the return journey to camp where the

pounding and swollen. But none of it seemed to

planned on waking well before sunrise to allow

horsemen and a well-deserved rest awaited. As

matter in the face of climbing those magnificent

enough time to make the return trip before dark.

it turned out, the ride back to our starting point

passes, railing forever downhills, or witnessing

It would be a long, difficult day.

would be just as memorable as Vinicunca itself.

Earth’s alpine tantrums—crumbling glaciers and

overshadowing any momentary regrets about not

ground-rumbling rock slides. Had we chosen the
We began our first ascent as the rising sun started
to melt the snow that had fallen overnight. The
first pass, a steep and exposed hike-a-bike,
reminded us of where we were and just how difficult the rest of the day would be. An hour later,
cresting the top, we caught our very first view
of Vinicunca. Even from a distance it looked in-

For most visitors, what had once
required a lung-bursting six-day
trek to see, has been shortened to a
four-hour walk from a parking lot.

easier way to the Rainbow Mountains, we would
not have experienced any hardship at all. In the
end, taking the time to do so left us feeling both
fulfilled and enriched.
Social media may have caused a scramble to see
places like Vinicunca, but beyond the growing
crowds, selfie-sticks, and jostling tour operators,

credible. The mountain’s coloured stripes popped

know this: there’s still a world of adventure to be

vibrantly, with alternating hues of ochre, red,
and turquoise. Just as breathtaking were the 360

We took the next three days a bit slower. Each

had out there… and more than enough room to

degrees of scenery leading to its flanks, mountain

break became a little longer, giving more time to

have it.

upon mountain of lush greens and volcanic reds.

view our surroundings—and let the pain of each
lung-gasping kilometre sink in a little more. We

Around midday we turned the final corner to

probably could have kept moving, but there was

Vinicunca. At first, we only noticed a small group

no longer an established timeline to our next

of people in the distance, but as we moved

destination. Our new schedule was to experience

closer, more became visible. Then, as a full view

the moment.

of the Rainbow Mountains coalesced, hundreds
materialized—a steady stream of tour groups,

My favourite day of the whole journey involved a

a sea of selfie-sticks and people clad in street

trip up to 5,250 metres followed by the longest,

shoes, jeans, t-shirts, and tights ascending from

highest-speed descent of our trek. Being at an

the opposite valley. After travelling so far over

altitude where humans can’t survive for extended

such challenging terrain to behold these geolog-

periods was humbling. Reaching it on bikes, then

Whistler resident Steve Storey is a mountain biker, trail

ical wonders, it was a shock. When Vinicunca’s

racing downhill for what seemed an eternity,

builder, skier, surfer, and traveller. When not enjoying

popularity boomed, demand to find faster and

was nothing short of magnificent. We traversed

British Columbia’s bountiful backyard he can be found

easier ways to see them skyrocketed in tandem.

back and forth along the mountainside through

wandering the globe in search of burgeoning riding

Tour operators were duly rewarded when a newly

herds of alpacas, stopping every so often to look

discovered route and road allowed just that.

around in gratitude. It didn’t hurt that the alpacas

scenes and new places to surf and explore.

LEFT, TOP TO BOTTOM Storey and Sousa beside Ausangate; Hired local horseman prepares a load for the eight-day trip; Storey and Sousa pass a small, high-alpine village.
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decimation Sound

The deadliest threat lies beneath the ocean’s surface. In sheltered bays up and down British Columbia’s coast, open-pen
fish farms have quietly filled the waters with parasites, disease and dead zones. In fall 2016, as a videographer, I was
privileged to sail aboard the Martin Sheen RV, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society’s 80-foot sailing/research vessel, on
a month and a half bid to bring global attention to the issue. Independent biologist Dr. Alexandra Morton—the “Jane
Goodall of wild salmon”—guided the voyage. Though the expedition began with the goal of scientific sampling for viruses
on fish farms, we soon found ourselves amidst a coastal uprising. In the waters of the Musgamagw Dzawada’enuxw First
Nation, a nexus of science, direct action and indigenous sovereignty found traction as the band occupied farms and
served them with eviction notices. The voyage was a reminder that we cannot wait for an environmental epidemic to
shake us into action. To lose wild salmon is to lose the heart, lifeblood and backbone of this coast. While science and
public opinion are slowly catching up to 30-year old warnings from indigenous nations, it is the responsibility of all of us
who live here to make a stand, to cleanse these waters together, a mission whose importance cannot be understated. As
Dzawada’enuxw elder Melissa Willie noted upon boarding one farm, “Are we prepared to die for this? The answer is yes.”
—Tamo Campos
Photos by Simon Ager/Sea Shepherd Conservation Society

Some 130 open-pen salmon farms dot the B.C. coast. Though long-banned in Alaska as a threat to the state’s wild salmon populations, in Canada, governments
use taxpayers’ dollars to promote and subsidize Norwegian-owned fish farms which are contributing—along with overfishing—to a gradual dying-out of
these iconic fishes. Farms are located within the narrow oceanic pathways used by juvenile Pacific salmon to migrate to open ocean, and by adults returning
to their birth rivers to spawn, exposing them to exotic, unfamiliar diseases carried by farmed Atlantic salmon, as well as blood-sucking sea lice. As few as
15 per cent of the predicted number of salmon returned to spawning grounds in 2009, and alarmingly low numbers in 2015 led to a salmon-fishing ban on
the Fraser River. Biologist Alexandra Morton has been studying the effect of fish farms on wild salmon populations for 28 years, raising the alarm first on
sea lice, then on pathogens like piscine reo-virus. In 2016, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society loaned Morton the Martin Sheen RV to assist in her research
examining salmon farms for viruses.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Dzawada’enuxw drummer Ernest Alfred on the prow of the Martin Sheen RV en route to Comox on the B.C. Coast. LEFT Morton examines samples collected to scan for piscine reo-virus in
wild fish exposed to fish farms. ABOVE TOP Owned by Marine Harvest, this salmon farm at Sargeaunt Pass is passed by wild Chinook salmon swimming up Knight’s Inlet to spawn. Resting and feeding here
they are exposed to disease and parasites. BOTTOM A juvenile pink salmon from near a salmon farm off Campbell River with a large, gravid female sea louse attached.
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In overcrowded “feedlot” pens, lethargic fish school just below a surface where hundreds more lie fins up—sure signs of illness. A diseased salmon farm of
a million fish can shed up to 650 billion viral particles per hour. The salmon are machine-fed with antibiotic-laden pellets that also pose a Pavlovian attraction
to smaller wild fish like herring, many of which are consumed as they pass into pens to feed on pellet particles. The crew filmed wild herring trapped in
pens being eaten by farmed fish—a de facto illegal bycatch. Those that survive may be no better off— eating an unnatural diet, acting abnormally, not
migrating. Farms are rumoured to stop the feeding machines to save money when their salmon are feeding on wild fish. In addition, waste from all
accumulates on the seafloor beneath pens, creating oxygen-poor, drug-laced dead zones.
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LEFT TOP Fish predators including seals, sea lions, humpback whales and small sharks are trapped and die in fish farm nets. BOTTOM LEFT Sponge coral reefs are rare and vital fish habitat protected in B.C. The Martin Sheen crew dove
on a previously unknown reef being smothered by a rain of waste released from fish farms. BOTTOM RIGHT At Cypress Bay fish farm, the crew gets a look inside a “mort tote,” where fish that die on the farms are stored until disposal.
ABOVE With up to 1.5 million fish per farm, farmed Atlantic salmon cluster at the surface of a pen, a behaviour suggesting poor health.
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Where other First Nations sign contracts with aquaculture multinationals,
the Musgamagw Dzawada’enuxw have fought back on their traditional
territory in the Broughton Archipelago—where one-third of B.C.’s fish
farms live—for over 30 years. They’re rightly concerned: in 2015 alone, 39
per cent of juvenile salmon leaving their territory were lost to fish-farm
vectored lice. Watching the essence of their lives and ties to the land drain
away, they show great leadership in resisting, happily working alongside a
Sea Shepherd crew volunteering to help save something of both local and
global significance—one of the greatest animal migrations on the planet.
“We’re not exceptional, people are fighting everywhere,” Morton told
Mountain Life Coast Mountains' editor Feet Banks. “But we’re not fighting for

‘the environment’ anymore—that’s outdated. We’re fighting for our lives.”

ABOVE TOP The conflict over farmed salmon on wild salmon divides families. After handing her nephew
an eviction notice for a farm on which he works (owned by Mitsubishi) Dzawada’enuxw Fisheries
Manager, Melissa Willie, reaches across the divide to give him a hug. BOTTOM A Dzawada’enuxw
woman clasps hands with Morton—adopted and named Gwayum’dzi—in a gesture of hope that wild
salmon can be saved from extinction. RIGHT In a display of respect and welcome, the Martin Sheen
receives a First Nations escort into Namgis territory, a nation very concerned about the impact of
farmed salmon on wild salmon.
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THE
LANDSCAPER
Chris Burkard curates a global garden of earthly delights.
Chris Burkard got his start as a surf photographer, but “it was never really about surf photography, it was
always about going out and being in nature.”
In point of fact, he originally wanted to be a landscape photographer, a vocation that continues to infuse
his work with a unique identity. Burkard’s impeccable compositions place the viewer in untamed, powerful
landscapes as few others can. At the age of 31, the Pismo Beach, California-based shooter is a global
photographic presence and travel influencer without peer.
Though interested in art in high school, Burkard sees picking up a camera as his epiphany: “I could
be out in the ocean and in nature and still be creating.” He started shooting around age 19, and
shortly thereafter quit his job to give everything to photography. It took off for him, but the worm of
the warm-water surf world was slowly turning. The more time he spent travelling to exotic dream surf
destinations, the less gratifying he found it. Craving wild, open spaces, Burkard began searching out
spots “others had written off as too cold, too remote and too dangerous to surf.” In a popular TED talk
where he likens being borderline hypothermic in icy waters to attaining a state of grace, he avers that: “If
shivering’s a form of meditation, then I would consider myself a monk.”
Burkard has since shot on six of seven continents, chasing waves in some of the planet’s harshest
conditions, including over 20 trips to Iceland, the country that first turned him onto this “other” world.
Along the way, in addition to becoming an award-winning photographer, he can count among his accomplishments explorer, creative director, speaker and author. Shared widely through social media, Burkard’s
stylish layering of outdoor, travel, adventure, surf, and lifestyle subjects has had a net effect of inspiring
millions to consider their relationship with nature, while promoting the preservation of the wild, remote
places in which he himself found grace. —Leslie Anthony
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OPENING SPREAD Asked if a single photo changed his career, Burkhard points to this shot of Pete Mendia surfing the sunset on a perfect Chilean point in 2009. “Nothing
really came close to planning a trip to a remote and hard to score destination and finding perfect waves,” he said on Instagram. PREVIOUS SPREAD Aeriel view of a glacial
river running alongside mountains in Iceland. Black volcanic soil contrasts with the vibrant hues of the river, glacial sediments, and vegetation blooms. “You can keep all
the fine art in the world,” says Burkard, “I am fully content with these natural masterpieces. ABOVE Preston Richardson Lytro training in Yosemite National Park, California.
RIGHT PAGE The face of Cuba: classic, hardened, resigned.
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THIS SPREAD One of Burkhard’s personal favourites: Josh
Mulcoy enjoying some “shiver meditation” in front of one of the
many inactive volcanoes of the Aleutian island chain, Alaska.
NEXT SPREAD LEFT The quiet glory of the Oregon coast.
RIGHT Aerial view of glacial sediment moving past small
sandbars toward the ocean in Iceland.
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ABOVE Hiking alongside the Ruth’s Glacier in Alaska's Denali National Park, Alaska, 2015. RIGHT Landscapes were Burkhard’s first love but in his exotic travels he started to photograph people and learn their
stories. At a certain point, however, it all became a little too real and he struggled with feeling there was nothing he could do to really help. One such moment was this 2011 shot in Nicaragua's “La Chureca,”
for a time the largest dump in Central America. Inhabited by thousands who survive off the trash for their livelihood, 50 per cent of them are children.
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Daniel Seeliger enjoys a Cochamó sunset after the long first
ascent of “Las Manos del Dia.” CHRIS KALMAN PHOTO.
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In which a climber discovers
that if you don’t fight to save
what you love, it might not
be there tomorrow.
words :: Chris Kalman
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It was late afternoon. Hours from the nearest

Take that spot where no names, no roads, no

Four seasons in a row I travelled to Cochamó,

cairn, which led to the nearest trail, which led

signs of civilization converge, and draw a line

driven mostly by the superb, unheralded climbing

to my tent, some 12 kilometres from anything

east to west across its centre—from Argentina

and the opportunity to pioneer new routes. At

resembling civilization, I sat shivering and cross-

to the Pacific Ocean. That’s the Rio Cochamó,

first, my infatuation with it was a simple kind of

legged, pen in hand, on a large boulder in the

still undammed, still untamed, still untrammeled.

love. I’d come around, mostly attracted to this

middle of an unnamed laguna near the headwa-

Above the line is Fundo Rehuelhue—government-

wall or that, one crack or another, valley one

ters of Rio La Junta in Chile’s remote Cochamó

owned, difficult to access, with no infrastructure

or valley two. I put up routes. I learned to rock

region. Cold, wet, and brimming with words I

either for resource extraction or industrial tour-

climb. I shared fond memories and life-altering

needed to get out, I shakily scrawled: “What

ism. Below the line is Fundo Pucheguin, the area

days with some of the best people I’ve had the

happened is this—you fell in love.”

that has held me in thrall since 2011 when I first

privilege to call friends. And yet I always thirsted

laid eyes on it.

for something more. A harder route? A bigger line?
A prouder lead?

To reach Cochamó requires only a short flight
Of course I fell in love. It was the most beautiful

from the capital of Santiago to the southern city

It was that quest for something more that brought

place I’d ever seen, full to the brim with world-

of Puerto Montt, then a 2–3-hour bus ride to the

me to see Cochamó for the trees, so to speak.

class climbing, and home to some of the most

erstwhile fishing village that is rapidly becoming

And by the trees I mean the people. Generations

incredible people I’d ever known. And yet… the

a full-blown town. From here, a short taxi ride to

of hearty folk with proud roots who washed up in

future of this veritable Valhalla ostensibly lay

the trailhead and a 12-kilometre hike lands you

Reloncavi fjord sometime early in the last century,

in the hands of a single man who had made a
career of resource extraction. How could that be?
Start here, I thought. Work backwards.

What I mean to say is that my love for this place evolved,

In my mind, I saw snapshots. Colours and

deepening into a sense of community.

textures. Mottled granite flecked with feldspar.
A tumult of leaden clouds lingering over El
Anfiteatro. A small green and blue lizard. The fat

in La Junta, an idyllic collage of green pastures

waiting out two World Wars without electricity or

grain of the Alerce tree’s ancient bark. A tadpole

and campgrounds sewn together by a winding

a road while the world toiled away at something

rising in a clear pool. The feeling of cold, clean

azure river and ringed by granite cirques and big

called progress. The Sandovals and their progeny,

water on the lips, sucked straight from the

walls that inevitably call to mind California’s Yo-

Favian and Tatiana, at first merely helpful carrying

source. When I closed my eyes, Cochamó was

semite. But what Yosemite has—good weather,

my gear up to the valley on horseback, became

what I dreamed.

a century of climbing history, easy access—Co-

close friends; Danny and Silvi and their son Zenon,

chamó lacks. What Cochamó does have going

who provided me lodging, helped me put up

The name for me conjured something far grander

for it, is a distinct absence of all the things that

routes, and became a second family; Moni, Mono,

than the valley bearing the eponymous river.

have made Yosemite such a pain in the ass—

Jupi, JB, Nico, Pau, Horacio Mike and Andres from

Cochamó was a blank space on the map, a

tour buses, traffic lights, power lines, roads,

Campo Aventura; Camping Danny, Nahir, Martu,

holding pattern, a Pandora’s box bristling with

cops, and crowds. Cochamó remains wild, rustic,

the Rippies, Flo, and the rest of the Cochamoninos

the energy of its potential. It was also a crucible

and still relatively young from a climbing and

I won’t try to name. What I mean to say is that

of uncertainty. Sandwiched west and east by

backpacking perspective. To climb there today is

my love evolved, deepening into a sense of

the Reloncavi fjord and the Argentine border,

like being plopped down into Yosemite’s Golden

community. And while I missed two consecutive

north and south by Parque Nacional Vicente

Age of big-wall climbing of the early 1960s. The

trips to Cochamó for reasons of life and death

Perez Rosales and Parque Nacional Hornopiren,

Golden Age of Cochamó is now, and the brave

and other digressions, that love never waned. In

the invisible zone within—roughly 260 square

and the bold can still pick plums from mostly

fact, it grew, and in the time I was away I became

kilometres of temperate rainforest—wasn’t terra

unclimbed walls and go about tackling them in

increasingly obsessed with one question: what

incognita so much as terra TBD. Nobody had

a style befitting the local ethos of this modern

would happen to that big, unprotected, chunk of

done much with it… yet.

crucible of traditional climbing.

land known as Fundo Pucheguin?

RIGHT It’s the blood, sweat, and tears of many individuals—from Chile, Argentina, and the United States—that makes the Cochamó Valley accessible and enjoyable to visit. HORIZONTALS DANIEL PASTENE PHOTOS.
VERTICALS AUSTIN SIADAK PHOTOS.
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The Golden Age of Cochamó
is now, and the brave and the
bold can still pick their own
personal unclimbed walls.

Back in 1924, when Fundo Pucheguin was formed
as a six-person agricultural corporation, its only
economic use was to raise sheep and cows or
run small farms. But the growing season was
short, the encroaching rainforest thick, and these
riverside fincas mere blips within Fundo Pucheguin’s 100,000 hectares of wildness. The other
99 per cent of that land is mountainous: sheer,
thousand-metre granite walls, enormous cirques,
clear blue hanging lakes, habitat for condors and
songbirds, the continent’s smallest marsupial,
and other endemic flora and fauna.
By the early 2000s, Fundo Pucheguin had been
subdivided among offspring and relatives so often, and so unprofitably, that it amounted to little
more than a patchwork quilt of tax woes. And
this is where a man named Roberto Hagemann
saw an opportunity. Marshalling a team of highpriced Santiago lawyers, he set about unburdening various poor farmers of their property taxes
at a nominal price, ultimately divesting them of
their land. When the dust settled, almost all of
Fundo Pucheguin lay in Sr. Hagemann’s hands.
This was long before ecotourism took off in the
Cochamó region thanks largely to the volunteer
labours of a handful of locals whose horse-packing businesses or campgrounds depended upon
viable trails, and before an organization called
Tompkins Conservation made worldwide headlines by purchasing massive swaths of land in
Chilean Patagonia, installing campgrounds, trails,
and other infrastructure, and then donating those
lands back to the Chilean government as fullfledged national parks.
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Locals have plenty to say about Hagemann,

and grassroots political lobbying. What Cochamó

something I had always wanted to: find the

though almost no one seems to know him. What

needed was the right gringo. What it needed was

headwaters of the Rio La Junta.

is known is that most of his income derives

Kris Tompkins. And for a fleeting but incredibly

from resource extraction, holdings that include

exciting moment, I thought it might get her.

For starters, Rio La Junta lay on the non-Hagemann
side of Rio Cochamó (Fundo Rehuelhue), giving it

hydroelectric giant Mediterraneo SA. And while
Hagemann can’t dam Rio Cochamó (he owns

When I hopped on a plane to Santiago this

a good chance of remaining safe from devel-

neither water rights nor land-access to the river

past February, I felt I had a half-decent chance

opment for the foreseeable future. In addition,

that was protected as a Zona de Interes Turistico

of sitting down with Kris and talking shop. A

there was no trail leading to the headwaters. I’d

in 2010 after a Spanish power company tried to

respected documentary filmmaker with direct ties

been back that way in 2013 with my girlfriend

dam it), Mediterraneo is currently at work on a

had planned to come south with me to see what

and her father, Kevin. We got a late start and

massive hydro project on the beautiful and wild

all the hubbub was about. Meanwhile, I had it on

ultimately had to turn back. But I’ll never forget

Rio Manso, less than 20 km south as the condor

good authority that a couple of young, wealthy,

Kevin looking longingly upriver, wondering what

flies, through the heart of Fundo Pucheguin.

philanthropy-minded individuals were interested

was around the next bend. Kevin succumbed to

in purchasing a key parcel in the valley—Campo

cancer two short years later. His question was

Despite massive opposition to that project from

Aventura—whose owner I was friends with, and

one I had to answer.

local communities, no one seems to be leading a

on whose behalf (without exactly being asked to

charge to secure some sort of permanent protec-

provide the service) I was trying to broker a deal

After an hour on a trail, and another four hours

tion for the greater Cochamó area. Various camp-

to make sure it landed in conservation-minded

wading, rock-hopping, and bushwhacking through

ground owners and horse-packers who supply

hands. For a split second, it looked like I might

incredibly dense forest, I found myself staring,

and maintain the valley have organized admirably

find myself in the same room as these wealthy

awestruck, at an incredible laguna. My friends

to manage the increase of visitation over the past

youngsters, this powerful filmmaker, and the

had eddied out far behind, ogling some paradisi-

ten years, during which tourism has increased

world’s most successful land philanthropist.

acal pools, and I found myself completely alone
at the place where the drinking water for all the

exponentially. But on the grander scale, neither
Chile’s business elite nor international proponents

It still isn’t clear to me what set off the chain reac-

campgrounds in Cochamó originates. A place

of conservation seem more broadly concerned

tion, but eventually my little house of cards came

with no trail, no future, no established climbing

about Cochamo’s future. Nobody seems willing to

crashing down. Kris Tompkins’ personal assistant

routes. One simple, special, unfucked-up speck

lay a stake there except for Hagemann himself.

let me know via email that they had zero bandwidth

on the world map. And out in the water like some

for Cochamó, being in the process of establishing

floating island was a peculiar flat boulder with
no other rocks around it. Just plopped into the

It still isn’t clear to me what set off the chain reaction, but

middle for no obvious reason.

eventually my little house of cards came crashing down.

And it was croaking.
Intrigued, I waded out only to discover that

After the precedent set by Tompkins Conservation,

10 million acres of National Parks essentially every-

the wild sound, ringing around the whole of an

it occurred to me that this may be the new

where south of there; the documentary filmmaker

enormous amphitheatre, was in reality the sound

de-facto avenue for worldwide conservation

pulled out at the last minute; and the schedule

of ripples hitting a tiny solution pocket in the

initiatives. Who needs years of political lobbying

of the young philanthropists didn’t line up with

rock, leaving behind a small bubble that went

when you can employ the tantalizing subterfuge

mine. Just like that, I went from potentially Pivotal

pop! A metaphor for my feelings. I was amazed

of finding a rich and benevolent gringo to swoon

and Influential Conservationist (spokesperson,

and depressed in equal parts. Instead of some

for the land, buy it outright, then follow the

I’d hoped, for the locals who always seem to get

potentially rare creature that scientists would rally

Tompkins model to permanent protection? There’s

bulldozed when rich folks get together to decide

around and agree was worth protecting, this mo-

obviously more to it than that, but for large-

their fate), back to Climbing Dirtbag.

ment of magical surrealism was merely another of
Cochamó’s beautiful sublimities. And as soon as

scale international conservation (think Nature
Conservancy, etc.), it has been decisively shown

It was against this harsh backdrop that I

I realized how spectacularly rare and ephemeral

that money talks louder and faster than policy

decided, along with a couple of amigos, to do

the moment was, the sound stopped.

PREVIOUS SPREAD The author makes the most of the day’s remaining light while establishing the route “El Filo la Aleta de Tiburón.” LEFT TOP The road to La Junta. Cochamó sees a lot of rain, meaning trails
can be a casual stroll or a hellacious mud wallow. BOTTOM At the end of a long trek into La Junta, climbers can post up in the original refugio, the first building established in the valley. AUSTIN SIADAK PHOTOS.
NEXT SPREAD Dustin “Marco” Hardgrove races against a coming storm during the first ascent of “Siete Venas.” CHRIS KALMAN PHOTO.
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So I clambered up on top of the rock and sat and
wrote, laying the foundation for the thoughts I’ve
been having about Cochamó ever since. Those
blue-lipped hours atop the boulder cost me an
unexpected bivy in the darkness of the rainforest
without dry clothes, a headlamp, or anything to
make a fire with, but that’s another story.

In the end, nothing has changed. Cochamó is still
beautiful, still special, still a crown jewel of Chilean Patagonia—as astoundingly breathtaking as
Torres del Paine to the south. But unlike Torres,
a fully protected national park, Cochamó’s future
hangs in the balance. How that can be, I find it
difficult to understand, but I suspect it has something to do with Hagemann and Mediterraneo.
Maybe I should talk to him. I hear he’s getting up
there in years, and I have it on good authority
that he’s been known to wax philosophical about
his legacy, national parks, and conservation. And
while I have a feeling his thoughts on the subject
would more closely align with something resembling Yosemite Valley than the remote and rugged
Sierra backcountry, I wonder if he might not be
able to be swayed towards proceeding with the
lightest of touches.
For now, I’ve got my fingers crossed, an ear to
the ground, and something of an ace up my
sleeve… I hear his son is a climber.

Chris Kalman is a climber, writer, and wannabe conservationist. His work has appeared in numerous outdoor
magazines and online media outlets. He lives in Fort
Collins, Colorado with his girlfriend Megan, and their dog,
Tioga. You can find more of his work at chriskalman.com.
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WILD
FOREVER CHANGED

On Thanksgiving Day 2016, I found myself barrelling down
a remote dirt road in Northern Thailand. I was on my way
to volunteer for a week at Elephant Nature Park, home to
seventy-some Asian elephants, each rescued and rehabilitated
from the logging, circus or tourism industries. As I soon discovered,
these survivors harmoniously coexisted in a lush and spacious
sanctuary with 475 rescued street dogs, hundreds of roaming
cats, herds of water buffalo and one very fat pig.
When I booked the trip six months earlier, I wasn’t feeling
thankful for much. Navigating a rough patch personally, I felt I
didn’t have much to show for my 35 years on the planet. Seeking
a mental and spiritual reset, I needed a trip that would not only
help me vacate my life, but also fill my soul. Elephant Nature Park
did just that.
Along with some four dozen likeminded individuals from all over the
world, I lived seven glorious sunrises, seven stunning sunsets and
seven joy-filled days among the elephants. We spent countless hours
under shady trees delighting in the interactions of these intelligent,
emotional and cognizant creatures; we were drenched in warm rain
while they played in the mud; and we silently observed as they ate,
scratched, swam and trumpeted through the grounds. We listened
attentively as our hosts shared each elephant’s habits, humours and idiosyncrasies. Not unlike humans, they formed groups made up of babies,
aunties, nannies and grannies connected by both blood and bond. They
took care of their disabled and were fiercely protective of their young. We
heard stories of elephants grieving their dead, of overcoming immeasurable physical and emotional trauma, yet every day we saw firsthand their
unapologetic and boundless affection for one another. It was one of the
most profound experiences of my life. But it came at a cost—for with every
beautiful elephant we met was also delivered a terrifying and tragic history.
Nokia (“eye from heaven”) had been born in 1960 and enslaved in the
logging industry for over 35 years. Suffering a miscarriage while dragging
logs, she’d been forced to leave the stillborn calf behind, causing her extreme
physical and emotional pain. Refusing to work following the incident, she
was deliberately blinded by her owners. Faa Sai (“clear sky after a storm”)
was rescued from a circus at a young age, but had been so traumatized by the
pajan—or “crush,” the unimaginable ritual of stealing baby elephants from their

mothers, caging and torturing them until their spirits are broken, then training
them through physical and emotional abuse—that for weeks after arriving at the
park she would aggressively charge any human who ventured near. When her leg
chains were removed, she continued to shuffle for weeks, having barely known
life without them.

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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Each moment of joy we experienced bathing elephants in the river or watching
babies wriggle playfully in the mud came with the understanding that there
had previously been only pain. It was a punch to the gut. Yet this hard-knocks
schooling on responsible tourism and the cruelty of man was a wake-up call
I previously wouldn’t have thought necessary. After all, I already considered
myself thoughtful and compassionate where animals were concerned: I used
only cruelty-free cosmetics and cleaning products, always refused plastic straws,
avoided clothing brands that sold fur, and never visited aquariums or zoos. But
as each elephant’s horrifying story was recounted, I realized how little I was
actually aware of, or just not thinking about as a tourist. What other abuses
could I unknowingly be participating in when even a teak table might have
a barbarous backstory? Clearly, we can’t be too hard on ourselves for things
we don’t know about, but when we’re faced with the knowledge of atrocities committed against animals and we choose to ignore them, we become
personally culpable. My eyes were truly opened to the unwitting part we can
play in the demise of these magnificent creatures.
Elephant Nature Park is a haven, but it’s also a school to teach visitors
about what the human race is doing to some of Earth’s most precious
residents. Lectures are designed to help people tune in to subliminal
messages of animal cruelty hidden in plain sight—the faintest of chain
marks on legs caused by decades of restraint, strange scars and the signs
of starvation, the behaviour of an animal taken from its family at its
most vulnerable age—all challenge one to think before visiting a circus,
aquarium or zoo. To ask some hard questions before taking a selfie or
paying for an interaction with an exotic animal at a roadside attraction or resort. Where did these animals come from? Where are their
mothers, their young, their families? Is my entertainment and desire for
a souvenir more valuable than this animal’s freedom and well being?
Is there a more ethical option? (The good news: chances are there is.)
I am forever changed by this experience. It has made me slightly
more cynical and arguably a little less fun. But in exchange, it has
awakened in me an acute appreciation for all things great and
small. It has made me a more thoughtful and aware consumer
and traveller, and a passionate advocate for animal rights. Most
importantly, it has reconnected me with my humanity.
I can still close my eyes and be transported back to those calming sunrises in Northern Thailand, sound-tracked by humming
crickets, barking dogs and trumpeting elephants. I can feel the
power of those rough, wrinkled trunks under hand and the
thrill of being in the presence of a creature of such strength
yet also such tenderness. Though I can vividly recall each elephant’s sad and painful history, I’m both hopeful and happy
knowing that their future lives, however long, will be filled
with love, play and peace.
And for that I am truly thankful. —Lillian Clark
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ACCESS IMMENSE


















H2O Guides has the sole special use permit for heli-skiing in the Chugach National Forest of southeast Alaska’s rugged
Chugach Mountains giving skiers and riders the opportunity to access truly immense wildness. Access the deepest
snow and wildest terrain in all of Alaska within massive regions that are off limits to other operators. Get 10,000
square kilometers to roam plus unlimited vertical meters and runs with your H2O Guides Alaska heli-skiing adventure.

Reserve your seat today

907-835-8418

reservations@h2oguides.com

www.h2oguides.com





WILDNESS

H2O Guides operates under a special use permit by the Chugach National Forest.

FREE TO FUN
THE NEW 2017-18 RUSTLER COLLECTION
Blizzard skiers worldwide are now reaching for the new Rustler as their go-to ski of
choice. From Freeride World Tour champion, Leo Slemett, to everyday fun seekers, the
Rustler series lets you rip on any terrain with confidence. New Carbon Flipcore D.R.T.
construction allows the skis to be playful, forgiving, and versatile. Let’s shred.
BLIZZARDSPORTS.COM

FEEL \ FREE 2017-18

BLIZZARDSPORTS.COM

RUSTLER 11

RUSTLER 10

139-112-129

133-102-122.5

“ T H E R E I S A W I L D E R N E S S B E N E AT H
U S T H AT I S U N E X P L O R E D A N D R A R E LY
SEEN—IT IS JUST AS FRAGILE AS IT
I S E X T R A O R D I N A R Y.”
QUOTE

&

PHOTO

BY

JOSH

HYDEMAN

“Regardless of where you stand on global warming, our
glaciers are disappearing and fossil ice in rock caves is
melting away. What I do is document these places, which
preserve that moment in time so we have a tangible
record. It’s like a time capsule.”

Read more about Josh’s efforts to protect the
Sandy Glacier cave systems in this issue.

M O U N TA I N H A R DW E A R
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